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Abstract

We present a detailed discussion of branes with boundary structure in Ramond-

Ramond pp-wave backgrounds of type II B superstring theory. Background con¬

figurations with nontrivial (Ramond-Ramond) fluxes play a prominent rôle in the

context of gauge-gravity dualities, but also in the search for phenomenologically
feasible low-energy limits of string theory. Whereas most RR-backgrounds have no

presently known tractable worldsheet descriptions, string theory on the particular

pp-waves stands out, as it allows for an explicit two dimensional formulation in the

light-cone gauge. In particular cases, the resulting gauge fixed field theories can be

solved by available methodologies.

After reviewing some background material on the particular type of string solutions

we are working with, the Maldacena-Maoz backgrounds, we consider the special

spacetime leading to the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model. Besides its

appearance as string worldsheet theory, this model is interesting in its own right as

an example of a (supersymmetric) integrable field theory. We study this two dimen¬

sional model in the presence of worldsheet boundaries and derive conditions under

which the boundary theory retains the supersymmetry and integrability present in

the bulk. We extend previous perturbative approaches and derive exact solutions

valid to all orders in the bulk coupling constant. Our findings rely in particular
on the introduction of boundary Lagrangians with additional fermionic boundary

degrees of freedom.

In the next part we consider the plane wave background, that is, the particular
Ramond-Ramond pp-wave solution with maximal spacetime supersymmetry. We

construct supersymmetric branes with nontrivial boundary condensates. In con¬

tradistinction to flat space, a nonzero boundary condensate necessarily breaks some

of the supersymmetries on certain branes in the plane wave background.
We present a detailed worldsheet description of the maximally supersymmetric con¬

figurations by using methods from open and closed string theory. As a nontrivial

consistency check, cylinder diagrams are determined in both pictures and shown to

be identical. The construction involves the definition of new mass and gauge-field

dependent modular functions.

In the final part, branes in the plane wave background are constructed under the

inclusion of boundary fermions. The relevant boundary fields are similar to those
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appearing in the previously discussed N = 2 sine-Gordon theory. We construct new

integrable and supersymmetric boundary configurations and find a new maximally

supersymmetric brane with only Neumann directions in transverse space.

The branes with boundary excitations are again constructed by worldsheet tech¬

niques in the open and closed string pictures. By analogous methods as used in the

context of boundary condensates, all configurations are furthermore shown to pass

the open / closed duality check.



Kurzfassung

Die vorliegende Dissertation ist einem detaillierten Studium von Branen mit Rand¬

struktur in Ramond - Ramond 'pp-wave' Hintergründen der Typ IIB Superstring-
Theorie gewidmet. Hintergrundlösungen mit nichttrivialen (Ramond - Ramond)
Flüssen spielen eine wichtige Rolle bei der Untersuchung von Dualitätszusammen¬

hängen zwischen Eichfeld- und Gravitationstheorien. Sie treten darüberhinaus bei

der Suche nach phänomenologisch akzeptablen Niedrigenergielimites der Superstring-
Theorie auf. Im Gegensatz zu allgemeinen RR - Hintergründen, für die zum ge¬

genwärtigen Zeitpunkt keine handhabbare Weltflächenbeschreibung vorliegt, exi¬

stieren explizite, eichfixierte Konstruktionen für Strings in 'pp-wave'-Lösungen. In

Spezialfällen können die resultierenden zweidimensionalen Feldtheorien mit verfüg¬
baren Methoden vollständig gelöst werden.

Nach einer Einführung in String-Theorie auf Maldacena-Maoz 'pp-wave' Raumzei¬

ten betrachten wir einen Spezialfall der zur M = 2 supersymmetrischen sine-Gordon

Theorie führt. Neben seiner Bedeutung als spezielle String-Weltflächenlösung ist

dieses Modell von eigenem Interesse als Beispiel einer (supersymmetrischen) inte-

grablen Feldtheorie. Wir konstruieren die entsprechende Randtheorie und untersu¬

chen, unter welchen Bedingungen sie Symmetrien der Ausgangs-, d.h. 'Bulk'-theorie

erhält. Unser Ansatz erweitert frühere störungstheoretische Arbeiten und liefert ex¬

akte Lösungen zu beliebiger Ordnung in der 'Bulk'-Kopplungskonstante. Die Re¬

sultate beruhen wesentlich auf Lagrangefunktionen mit zusätzlichen fermionischen

Randfreiheitsgraden.

In einem nächsten Abschnitt betrachten wir den 'plane wave' - Hintergrund, d.h.

die spezielle Ramond - Ramond 'pp-wave' - Lösung mit maximaler Raumzeitsuper¬

symmetrie. Wir konstruieren supersymmetrische Branen mit nicht-trivialen Rand¬

magnetfeldern. Im Gegensatz zur Situation in einem flachen Hintergrund, existieren

in diesem Fall Branen, deren Supersymmetrie zwangsläufig durch das Eichfeldkon¬

densat gebrochen wird.

Detailliert konstruieren wir die maximal supersymmetrischen Branen unter Verwen¬

dung von Methoden der offenen und geschlossenen Stringtheorie. Als Konsistenz¬

test bestimmen wir Zylinderdiagramme in beiden Zugängen und beweisen deren

Äquivalenz. Dieser Nachweis beinhaltet die Definition neuer massen- und eichfeld-

abhängiger modularer Funktionen.

Im abschließenden dritten Abschnitt dieser Dissertation betrachten wir Branen im
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'plane-wave' - Hintergrund mit zusätzlichen fermionischen Randanregungen. Die

dabei definierten Randfelder sind in direkter Analogie zu den Randstrukturen der

zuvor diskutierten sine-Gordon Theorie.

Wir konstruieren neue integrable und supersymmetrische Randkonfigurationen, de¬

ren Grenzfall mit ausschließlich Neumann-Randbedingungen im transversalen Raum

eine neue maximal supersymmetrische Brane darstellt. Mit stets dualen Ergebnis¬
sen im offenen und geschlossenen Sektor werden die Branen wie zuvor im Welt¬

flächenzugang diskutiert.



Chapter 1

Introduction

The present day understanding of fundamental physics is based on the Standard

Model quantum field theory and the description of gravity in General Relativity.

Together, these theories account for all observed physical phenomena ranging from

the smallest accessible length scales in high energy physics to the largest structures

observed in cosmology.

Despite this impressive success in describing separate energy regimes, the theories

have so far resisted with some success attempts to describe them conclusively in a

unified manner. There are, however, situations in which both, quantum mechanical

and gravitational effects are expected to play an important rôle. As examples we

mention the physics of the early universe and the microscopic description of black

holes.

String theory is widely considered to be the currently most promising candidate to

eventually accomplish the reconciliation of quantum field theory and General Rel¬

ativity. It is based on the idea that fundamental objects like quarks and leptons
derive from extended string-like objekts, rather than being point-like particles of

conventional quantum field theory.

Internal consistency constraints require (critical) string theory to be defined on an

at least ten dimensional spacetime. Any attempt within string theory to make con¬

tact with presently known physics therefore necessarily has to include a framework

explaining the unobservability of higher dimensions on low energy scales. The most

prominent attempts to this problem are known as 'brane world scenarios' and string

compactifications. Brane worlds are based on the idea that low energy physics re¬

sides on a four dimensional extended object (a brane) moving in the ten dimensional

background spacetime. The compactification schemes, on the other hand, assume

the ten dimensional string spacetimes to be products of four dimensional macro-

scopically extended spaces with six dimensional compact ('microscopic') manifolds.

A framework of recent interest in the second context is known under the name of

'flux compactifications'. Besides offering a solution to the absence of extra dimen¬

sions in low energy physics, it can furthermore be used to obtain a semi-realistic

amount of conserved (super)- symmetry and fixed moduli in the resulting low-energy
field theory.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Flux compactifications proceed by considering background configurations defined

on product manifolds which contain in addition to the standard metric further non-

trivial background fields. These additional fluxes are for example described by non-

vanishing vacuum expectation values of Ramond-Ramond p-form field-strengths.

Apart from their appearance in string phenomenology, background fluxes also play
an important rôle in the construction of gauge-gravity dualities. Starting with the

remarkable conjecture of Maldacena in 1998, the AdS/CFT - proposal has been one

of the main focusses in the string theory community over the last few years.

According to this conjecture, string theory defined on a product space containing
an anti de Sitter (AdS) spacetime with Ramond-Ramond fluxes is dual to a su¬

perconformai field theory defined on a lower dimensional space. The CFT can be

interpreted as living on the conformai boundary of the AdS bulkspace.

Motivated by the relevance in the previously described contexts, a detailed under¬

standing of string theory with its higher dimensional objects (D-branes) in Ramond-

Ramond backgrounds is desirable. By technical obstacles, the knowledge about

strings moving in such spacetimes nevertheless has been rather limited for a long
time and available data were mostly valid in supergravity approximations, only.
The so far most fruitful worldsheet approach to string theory is given by the Neveu-

Schwarz-Ramond formalism, employing methods from two dimensional conformai

field theory. Up to the present time, it is, however, unknown how to describe

Ramond-Ramond backgrounds in this framework. One therefore has to rely on the

alternative formulation by Green and Schwarz or on one of the so far less developed
new formalisms by Berkovits, the pure spinor or the hybrid approach. We focus on

the Green-Schwarz description in this thesis.

While the formulation of string theory in the GS-formalism allows for a non-quantum

mechanical discussion of arbitrary RR- and even nontrivial fermionic background

fields, it has its own drawbacks upon quantisation. Without fixing a particular

gauge, some of the rather involved GS-equations of motion turn into Dirac con¬

straints of first and second class in the quantum theory. It is fair to say that rather

limited progress has been made in the covariant quantisation along these lines.

The problems related to the Dirac constraints can be circumvented by choosing
a particular gauge, the so called lightcone gauge. It is analogous to the unitary

gauge choice in standard quantum field theory and can only be adopted in case

of spacetime fields with a particular symmetry structure. The relevant conditions

determine the background spacetime to be a manifold of pp-wave structure. We

present further details on general pp-wave backgrounds and the particular string
solutions we are working with, the Maldacena-Maoz solutions, in the next section.

The worldsheet theories of Maldacena-Maoz solutions in the lightcone gauge are

given by N = (2, 2) supersymmetric Landau-Ginzburg models, parametrised by
an otherwise arbitrary holomorphic superpotential. In distinction to flat space,

the resulting gauge fixed field theories are therefore generically massive and no

longer (super)conformai. Despite having no conformai symmetry at our disposal,
it is nevertheless possible to construct theories which display an integrable struc-
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ture. This additional symmetry content is expressed by the appearance of infinitely

many conserved higher spin currents with pairwise commuting charges. It offers the

possibility to derive detailed information about the underlying (interacting) field

theory. In particular, one can study branes in the corresponding Maldacena-Maoz

backgrounds by using methods developed in treatments of integrable models in the

presence of (worldsheet) boundaries.

In this thesis we consider branes in Maldacena-Maoz backgrounds with the Af = 2

sine-Gordon or a supersymmetrised Ising model as corresponding worldsheet theory.
The first is a supersymmetric extension of the perhaps best understood interact¬

ing integrable field theory, the bosonic sine-Gordon model. The supersymmetrised

Ising model, on the other hand, appears as worldsheet theory for the particular

plane wave background. It is described by suitably combined free massive bosonic

and fermionic fields.

We construct a boundary Lagrangian for the Af = 2 sine-Gordon model, ensuring
the (exact) conservation of integrability and supersymmetry in the boundary theory.
Our discussion extends a previous perturbative treatment in which only boundary
contributions to first order in the bulk coupling constant were taken into account.

The boundary Lagrangian contains additional fermionic boundary degrees of free¬

dom. Structurally identical boundary functions appeared recently in the study of

superconformai B-type branes with matrix factorisation techniques.

Subsequently ,
we present detailed results on maximally supersymmetric branes

with boundary structure in the plane wave background. Because of its free world-

sheet theory we can explicitly solve the corresponding boundary models in the open

and closed sectors.

In a first step we consider branes with nonzero boundary magnetic fields. In con¬

tradistinction to flat space, a nonzero boundary condensate necessarily breaks some

of the supersymmetries on certain branes. The case of fermionic boundary exci¬

tation is thereafter discussed along the lines of the previously studied sine-Gordon

model. The fermionic boundary excitations give rise to new supersymmetric branes

and as a main result, the limiting case of a brane with only Neumann directions in

transverse space is seen to be maximally spacetime supersymmetric.
All boundary configurations in the plane wave background are studied with meth¬

ods from open and closed string theory. In particular, the results pass in each case

the open/closed duality check.

This thesis is based on the publications [90, 91, 92]. The discussion of the Af = 2

supersymmetric sine-Gordon model is taken from [91] and the results on branes in

the plane wave background were originally published in [90, 92].

1.1 Maldacena-Maoz backgrounds

In this more technical part of our introduction we briefly review the so called Mal-

dacena - Maoz solutions from [88]. As mentioned beforehand, they are particular
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Ramond-Ramond pp-wave backgrounds of type II B superstring theory. Metrics

of general pp-wave type are characterised by the presence of a covariantly constant

null Killing vector. In suitably adapted coordinates, the metric of these spacetimes
is of the form

ds2 =2dX+dX~ +g++ (X+,Xk) (dX+)2 +
+ A+l (X+ ,Xk) dX+dXl + g%3 (X+,Xk) dXldX3 (1.1)

and the null Killing vector corresponds to the shift symmetry

X-^X~+Xä (1.2)

in the lightcone coordinate X~.

Especially the more restricted plane wave metrics with

A+t = 0; g++(X+,Xk) = -ßv(X+)X*X3; gtJ = 6V, (1.3)

in (1.1) have been discussed in the context of four dimensional general relativity
for a long time, compare for example with [46, 79, 22]. Together with additional

nonzero (Ramond-Ramond) background fields, pp-wave solutions made their first

appearance in string theory at the end of the 1980s in the publications [6, 7, 67,

71, 108]. Their prominence in this context nevertheless stems from more recent

developments, triggered by the discovery of the maximally supersymmetric plane
wave solution in [25]. We will review this particular background in more detail

in section 3.1, it nevertheless also reappears as a special case in the subsequent
construction.

As mentioned in the last section, the pleasant feature of plane wave physics is

the possibility to derive exact string theory data for non-trivial Ramond-Ramond

backgrounds. However, in most cases only the situation of constant background
fluxes is considered. An interesting possibility to go beyond this restrictive setting
is offered by the particular solutions discovered by Maldacena and Maoz in [88], see

also [93] for an extended discussion. The solutions of [88] are of the form

ds2 = 2dX+dX~ + H (X1) (dX+)2 + öudX^X-7

F5 = dX+A p4 (X1) (1.4)

with a generically nontrivial four-form <^4. As solutions to the pure supergravity

equations of motion even more general curved transverse metrics are possible, for

conciseness we, however, do not discuss this extension. For the flat transverse

metric, the spacetimes with the field content (1.4) are not only supergravity, but

also exact superstring solutions without further «'-corrections [20].

Introducing complex coordinates

z3 = X3 + %X3+i- z3 = X3 - iX3+4; j = l,...4, (1.5)
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the nontrivial fourform components can be written as1

pmn
q\ rmijk ^nni pmn qiymtjfct "rirai •Pirn <-.

"

Plmss- V "/

By using this decomposition of p^, the Af = (2,2) supersymmetric Maldacena-Maoz

solutions are given by

ds2 = 2dX+dX~ - (\dkW\2 + l^fc^T) {dX+)2 + dz%d#

Pmn = dmdnW] (firnn = dmdnW] (fim = COnst, (1.7)

parametrised by a holomorphic function W = W (z1, z2, z3, z4) and the additional

constants <pm, forming the components of a hermitian matrix.

The supersymmetries of the background (1.7) are given by sections in the spinor
bundle solving the Killing spinor equation

0 = Drt = \Vr + %-tVr j t (1.8)

with t = |j (F5)rs
uv

Trstuv. Solutions of (1.8) split up into two groups, labelled by
their respective S'0(8)-chiralities. With

e = -^r+r_e - ^r_r+e = e+ + e_ (1.9)

from [88], the solutions of type e+ are the so called dynamical, whereas the e_

spinors correspond to the kinematical supersymmetries.

The kinematical supersymmetries come from a fermionic shift symmetry in the

lightcone-gauge Green-Schwarz formalism as for example described in [40]. As

pointed out in [88], these symmetries correspond to free fermionic fields in the

respective worldsheet theory. By this, there are in particular always 16 supersym¬

metries of this kind in pure plane wave backgrounds of type (1.3), but generically
none in the more general spacetimes (1.1) (compare with [40]).
The dynamical supersymmetries represented by the sections e+ are generically ab¬

sent in pp-wave and even plane wave spacetimes. The presence of at least four

solutions in case of (1.7) has to be established by a careful study of (1.8). This

analysis is to be found in [88].
It is an important observation that worldsheet charges corresponding to dynamical

Killing spinors anticommute to the light-cone gauge Hamiltonian, whereas the kine¬

matical charges anticommute to the (constant) gauge parameter P+. In particular,
the kinematical charges do not commute with the light-cone gauge Hamiltonian and

therefore constitute a somewhat non-standard supersymmetry structure. Through¬
out this thesis, our focus lies on the dynamical supersymmetries.

1The field equation / duality constraint on F$ in type II B supergravity leads to an anti-selfdual

fourform y>4 in transverse space. By this, y>4 has only nontrivial components of type (3,1), (1,3),
(2,2) in the complex basis (1.5).
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Before proceeding to discuss the worldsheet theory corresponding to the background

(1.7), we want to mention some extensions and related results in the literature.

The author of [75] presents solutions of type (1.4) with an additional nontriv-

ial RR-threeform field. More general, but similar backgrounds with mixed NS-

NS or RR fields also leading to solvable pp-wave string models can be found in

[110, 111, 104, 28].

The worlsheet theories: Integrable models

A particularly attractive feature of the solution (1.7) is its very accessible worldsheet

theory in the light-cone gauge Green-Schwarz formulation. As explained in [88, 93],
in case of a vanishing matrix pmn it is given by a Af = (2,2) supersymmetric Landau-

Ginzburg model with superpotential W. The corresponding explicit (component)
Lagrangian is provided in chapter 2 and further details on a superfield formulation

can be found in the appendix A. Although we focus on the situation pmn = 0, it

is worth mentioning that a nontrivial (2, 2)-form in (1.7) leads to further fermionic

coupling terms in the worldsheet theory, compare with [88], but see also [75] for a

more general setting.

Particularly approachable free worldsheet theories are obtained by choosing a qua¬

dratic superpotential W in (1.7), that is, by considering string theory on plane wave

backgrounds. For the choice

4 4

W(z) = -imJ2(z3)2; W(z) = imJ2(z3)2 (1.10)
3=1 j=i

one reobtains the maximally supersymmetric background from [25]. We will further

discuss this case in chapters 3 and 4.

Only by relying on the preserved Af = (2, 2) supersymmetry structure it is possible
to derive a substantial amount of information about Landau-Ginzburg field theories

with generic superpotentials. We refer to the book of Vafa and Zaslow [123] for an

introduction and a review of the available literature. In particular cases, however,
there appear additional symmetries in the two dimensional field theories beyond the

standard supersymmetry. This opens up the possibility for a much more detailed

understanding of the underlying model and its implications in string theory.
The choice of the exponential

W(z) = igeßz (1.11)

leads to the superconformai Af = 2 Liouville theory and the trigonometric superpo¬

tential

W(z) = -2igcosz (1.12)

gives rise to the Af = 2 sine-Gordon theory. As the LG-model with superpotential

W(z) = ±-z3-\z (1.13)
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which corresponds to a deformation of a superconformai minimal model [48], the

sine-Gordon theory is an example of an integrable field theory.

There exists a large literature on various aspects of (supersymmetric) integrable
models in two-dimensions. Our focus lies on the construction of symmetry preserv¬

ing boundary conditions by following the seminal paper [54].

Besides this application in the context of branes within string theory, we want to

mention a different interesting opportunity offered by the large amount of symme¬

tries in integrable models. Via the well known thermodynamic Bethe-Ansatz it is

possible to derive detailed information on the spectrum of the underlying interacting
field theory. For details on this approach in the context of supersymmetric theories

see [81, 97, 17, 45, 44]. Available Bethe-Ansatz data for the particular perturbed
minimal model corresponding to (1.13) were for example compared in [122] to the

analogous information from a supergravity based calculation.



Chapter 2

Integrability of the J\f = 2

boundary sine-Gordon model

2.1 Boundary fermions: Introduction

In this chapter we consider boundary Landau-Ginzburg models in the presence of

fermionic boundary excitations. In string theory, these field theories appear in the

context of brane physics in Maldacena-Maoz backgrounds as introduced in the last

chapter. After discussing supersymmetry preserving boundary configurations valid

for arbitrary superpotentials, we confine our treatment to the special case of the

Af = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model. We study in detail the conservation of

its integrable structure in the presence of boundaries.

Boundary fermionic fields have been used in the study of boundary phenomena in

a number of different field theoretical settings over the last few years. Starting with

the work of Ghoshal and Zamolodchikov in [54], they became first of all an indis¬

pensable tool for the construction of boundary integrable models. This chapter has

its main focus on developments in this context.

Building on the work of Warner in [125], boundary fermions also recently appeared
in the study of superconformai models within string theory, see in particular [73, 33]
for initial references. In these papers the authors realise a suggestion by Kontsevich

to characterise B-type branes in particular Landau-Ginzburg models related to su¬

perconformai field theories by using matrix factorisations.

As a final example for an application of boundary fermions we want to mention

the papers [21, 68] aiming at constructions of nonabelian extensions of Dirac-Born-

Infeld D-brane descriptions. In this context the boundary fields are understood as

a physical realisation of Chan-Paton factors, compare for example with the early
discussion in [89].

In this introduction we briefly review boundary fermions as appearing in integrable

boundary field theories by considering the prominent examples of the Ising model

and the supersymmetric extensions of the sine-Gordon theory.

As it is well known, the introduction of spatial boundaries with corresponding

8
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boundary conditions in local quantum field theories generically breaks bulk space-

time symmetries. Correspondingly, most conserved local bulk quantities acquire

a time dependence in the boundary theory. It is therefore a natural question to

ask, whether there are particular boundary configurations which retain at least a

certain fraction of ('bulk') symmetries. The corresponding conserved quantities in

the boundary theory are then obtained as suitable, mostly linear, combinations of

bulk charges.

As a simple example displaying these features, we want to mention the Ising model

in two dimensions. It is defined as a free Majorana fermion field theory with bulk

Lagrangian

£buik = V"^ - ipdzip + mijjijj. (2.1)

The Lagrangian (2.1) is presented in the conventions of [54], to be used only in

this introduction. As for instance discussed in [127], the Ising model is an example
of an integrable field theory. Its integrable structure is expressed by the presence

of an infinite set of conserved local currents, leading to time-independent, pairwise

commuting higher spin charges. The relevant currents can be found in [127], but

see also the appendix E.

Without additional boundary structure there are two sets of boundary conditions

compatible with integrability for the Ising model. With the spatial boundary placed
at z = z, the corresponding boundary conditions are given by

o=(V> + V;)U
o=(V-V)U- (2-2)

In string theory these conditions are the standard Dirichlet respectively Neumann

boundary conditions. More general choices which furthermore interpolate between

the previous two cases can be obtained by the introduction of boundary fermions.

A suitable boundary Lagrangian reads [54]

^boundary = " ((ijnp)z=- + da) + -fl (ip + ^.a, (2.3)

where the field a = a{t) describes the fermionic boundary excitations and the num¬

ber t = ^y~ parametrises the boundary at z = ~z. With (2.1) one obtains from (2.3)
the boundary conditions

(2.4)

containing h as, a, freely adjustable parameter. Likewise (2.2), these new conditions

are compatible with integrability, compare with [54]. As the Ising model appears as

the fermionic part of the maximally supersymmetric plane wave's worldsheet theory,
the boundary Lagrangian (2.3) will reappear in different conventions in chapter 4

in our construction of branes with nontrivial boundary structure.

d — h2 —
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As a second example for the use of boundary Lagrangians we consider the sine-

Gordon model described by the bulk Lagrangian

L
sineGordon

= dzpdzP
m

I2
cos (ßp) (2.5)

for a single scalar field p. It is probably the best understood interacting integrable
model. Following [54], the integrability persists again in the presence of boundaries,
this time by using the boundary Lagrangian

CsG-bound

ß
-a cos | i~(<p- Po) (2.6)

Contrary to (2.3), it contains up to additional constants only the bulk field restricted

to the boundary and no additional dynamical (boundary) fields. For further details

on this boundary Lagrangian see for example [8].

Soon after the introduction of boundary Lagrangians as (2.3) and (2.6) in the con¬

text of integrable field theories, Warner initiated in [125] their application in the

context of two dimensional supersymmetric theories. The combined situation of su¬

persymmetry and integrability for extensions of the sine-Gordon model was there¬

after considered by Nepomechie in [98] for the Af = 1 case and in [99] for the

situation of Af = 2 supersymmetry. A nice review of this development can be found

in [101].

The Af = 1 supersymmetric extension of the sine-Gordon model is described by the

bulk Lagrangian [43, 69]

£sg,m=i = dzpdzP — r(pd/(p + îftdzîf) — 2 cos p
— 2if>if> cos

'P
(2.7)

and the conserved currents corresponding to the integrable structure were first pre¬

sented in [49]. The conservation of supersymmetry and integrability in the presence

of boundaries is ensured by a boundary Lagrangian containing suitably combined

elements of (2.3) and (2.6). It is given by [98]

£äT= lsG.boundary
= i^ + Ida ~ 2f(if)a (if =F if) + B(if)\z=_

with

B((p) = 2a cos [-((p-(po)); f(>p)
Vc

sin {<p-D)

(2.8)

(2.9)

The constants C, D are known functions of the free parameters a,<po. For a discus¬

sion of the boundary S-matrix of this theory, see for example [12].

A natural extension of the previous setup is the Af = 2 supersymmetric version of

the sine-Gordon model. The corresponding bulk theory was first discussed in [78]
and is for our purposes most conveniently described as a Landau-Ginzburg model

with superpotential

W(z) = —2igcosz (2.10)
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as already mentioned in the first chapter. In the presence of boundaries it has been

studied by Nepomechie in [99] by defining a boundary Lagrangian analogous to his

proposal for the Af = 1 case. In contradistinction to (2.8), the boundary Lagrangian
for the Af = 2 case in [99] is only an approximation to first order in the bulk cou¬

pling constant g and leads to exact results in the g — 0 limit, only. In this limit,
the boundary Lagrangian contains three real parameters.

The main goal of this chapter is to extend the discussion of [99] and to construct

an exact boundary Lagrangian which preserves supersymmetry and integrability to

all orders in the bulk coupling constant. The final result will contain up to phases
and discrete choices only a single free boundary parameter. Additional parameters

appearing in [99] are in our case fixed by constraints of higher order in the bulk

coupling constant g. We will mainly focus on the (Lorentzian) Af = 2 sine-Gordon

theory, the supersymmetry considerations in sections 2.2 and 2.3, however, are valid

for general Landau-Ginzburg models with arbitrary superpotentials.
Different aspects of the Af = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model in the presence

of boundaries are discussed for example in [100, 15, 13, 16]. An analogous treatment

of the related Af = 2 Liouville theory with superpotential as presented in (1.11) can

furthermore be found in [2]. The authors of [15] especially propose an explanation
for the appearance of fermionic boundary degrees of freedom by using a perturba-
tive CFT approach.

It is worth pointing out that our choice of a boundary Lagrangian to be presented in

detail in the next section is identical to the Lagrangians used by [73, 33] in realising
Kontsevich's proposal to study topological B-type branes by matrix factorisations.

This proposal was further studied in [74, 80, 61, 34, 55, 124, 31, 32, 65, 47], see

also [66] for a review and further references. Due to requirements of superconformai

symmetry, the treatment of these papers is confined to quasi-homogeneous world-

sheet superpotentials.

One of our initial motivations to consider the present problem is the appearance of

the sine-Gordon model as the worldsheet theory describing strings in a particular
Maldacena-Maoz background from [88], compare with chapter 1. Branes in these

general backgrounds without the inclusion of boundary fields have been studied in

[62]. Our results can be interpreted as additional supersymmetric brane configura¬
tions.

Motivated by this possible application in string theory we define the boundary the¬

ories on a strip with topology Ex [0,7r] instead of the half space as in [99]. This,

however, has only notational significance and does not affect any conclusions.

A possibly more serious change compared to [99] comes from our choice of a Lorent¬

zian worldsheet signature instead of the the Euclidean setting in [99]. The structure

of the bosonic fields is almost unaffected by this. Deviating reality properties of the

fermions, however, make a direct comparison of the fermionic sectors subtle and we

do not attempt to relate them via a Wick rotation.

Although the indefinite worldsheet metric does not directly simplify the calculations

concerning the integrability, its consequences in particular in the fermionic sector
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make reality requirements more transparent than in [99]. This is especially helpful
for studying the structure of the boundary potential B(z,z) and the conserved su¬

persymmetries.

This chapter is organised as follows. In the next section we will write down a suit¬

able boundary Lagrangian including fermionic boundary excitations and derive the

resulting boundary conditions. In the subsequent section 2.3, we deduce constraints

under which the boundary theory is Af = 2 supersymmetric. The chapter closes in

section 2.4 with a discussion of the integrable structure in the boundary theory of

the sine-Gordon model. Further details such as the explicit component form of the

higher spin conserved currents from [78, 99] are supplied in the appendices A and

B.

2.2 Landau-Ginzburg models and boundary

fermions

In this first part we consider general Af = 2 supersymmetric Landau-Ginzburg
models with flat target spaces and a vanishing holomorphic Killing vector term. On

worldsheets without boundaries these theories are described by the (component)
Lagrangian

£bulk = 29" (d+z3d-z3 + d+z3d-z3 + if\ d- f+ + if- d+ f-J
- ^dtd3W(z) if\if_ - \d-A3W{z) ff_f\ - \f3d%W{z) djW(z) (2.11)

with d± = <9r±<9<j, compare for example with the extensive puplications [64, 63, 123].

When defined on a manifold with boundaries, one might either directly enforce

boundary conditions in addition to the equations of motion or add a suitable bound¬

ary Lagrangian as discussed in the introduction.

Following the approach of [125, 99], but see also [73, 33], we work with

^bormdary = ^ (bf-f+~ b*if+f_) - '-aôrâ + B(z,z)

+
%- (F'(z)ä + G\z)a) ff+ + etßf_)

+
%- (G'(z)a + F\z)a) (if+ + e~tßif.) (2.12)

as boundary Lagrangian in this chapter. An extension containing matrix valued

boundary fields is discussed in chapter 4.

As we here restrict attention to superpotentials depending on a single holomorphic

coordinate, the boundary Lagrangian (2.12) is written down containing only con¬

tributions along the z = z1 direction at a = ir. It is furthermore chosen to be

manifestly real and the constant b is determined by consistency of the resulting

(fermionic) boundary conditions to b = e~%13', compare for example with [8].
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2.2.1 The boundary conditions

Below, we determine the required boundary conditions by using the Lagrangians

(2.11) and (2.12). They are obtained by the variation of ^boundary together with

boundary terms from partially integrated contributions in ^C^ulk-
The bosonic part of the bulk contributions from (2.11) is given by

-g« (6z%daz* + 6z*daz%) \l=0 = -2fe/ô(Jx/|^=0 , (2.13)

whereas the fermionic kinetic parts lead to

Ö&* ( -iip'+öip+ + iàf\f\ + iif_öif_ - iôif_ifl_
<j=0

= i(ifI_5ifI_-ifI+5ifI+)\l=0.

(2.14)

Altogether, the boundary conditions for the z = z1 direction at a = it are with

these terms found to be

daz = ckB(z,z) + %- (F"(z)a + G"(z)cf) ff+ + elßf_) (2.15)

dta = ^F\z)iff+ + e^f_) + l-G\z)(if+ + e-^if_) (2.16)

if+-e-tßif_ = F'(z)ä+G\z)a (2.17)

together with the complex conjugates

daz = dzB(z,z)+Z-(G"(z)ä + F"(z)a)(if+ + e-lßif_) (2.18)

dtä = \g\z) [f+ + eSßf_) + \f\z) (if+ + e-*ßif.) (2.19)

f+-elßf_ = G'(z)ä + F\z)a. (2.20)

Setting

A(z) = G'(z)ä + F'(z)a (2.21)

Ä(z) = F\z)ä + G'(z)a (2.22)

and using the suitable fermionic combinations

0+ = \ [f+ + e"^-) Ö+ = \ {f+ + e*$_)

0- = \ {f+ ~ e~lßf-) ~e- = \ {f+ ~ elßf.) (2.23)

if+ = e+ + e_ if_ = etß(e+-e_)

f+ = ~ë+ + Ö_ f_ = e~lß (0+ - 0_) , (2.24)
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the boundary conditions finally turn out to be

daz = dz-B(z,z) + iA(z)9+ (2.25)

dta = F'(z)ë+ + G'(z)e+ (2.26)

0- = \~Ä(z) (2.27)

and

daz = dzB(z,z) + iA'(z)e+ (2.28)

dta = 7?6+ + F'(z)6+ (2.29)

0_ = l-A(z). (2.30)

By eliminating the fermionic boundary degrees of freedom in favour of 0_, 0_ in

(2.25) and (2.28), one derives bosonic boundary conditions with a quadratic fermionic

correction term. Boundary conditions with a comparable structure were for exam¬

ple studied in [83, 3] from a different point of view.

In the next section we discuss how the so far undetermined holomorphic functions

F, G are related to the superpotential W in case of preserved B-type supersymme¬

tries in the boundary theory.

2.3 Matrix factorisation and M = 2 supersymme¬

try

The Landau-Ginzburg bulk theory of (2.11) has the four conserved supercurrents

[63, 123]

G°± = g%1d±z3fl t -J^W Gl = TQ^fl - -J^,W (2.31)

"°
-

-J ° l '

\^m

g\
=

T9vfld±z*

+1-2.G± = 9l-3fid±z* ± -ifTd%W G± = Tgljf±d±z* + -iflTdtW, (2.32)

whose corresponding charges

/*27T /*27T

Q±= / da Gl; Q±= da7f± (2.33)
Jo Jo

represent the standard Af = (2, 2) bulk supersymmetry.

As usual, the introduction of boundaries breaks at least a certain number of bulk

symmetries. As explained in [63], there are essentially two possibilities to preserve

a Af = 2 supersymmetry algebra deducing from (2.31) and (2.32). Here we will

concentrate on the so called B type case.
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0 == G\ + elßGl_
a=TT

- tn(r)

0 =-- G\ + elßGl_
a=0

~ Mr)

Following [54, 63], the (B type) supersymmetries in the boundary theory take on

the general form

Q = Q+ + elßQ_ + E7T(r)-E0(r) (2.34)

Q] = Q+ + e-t/3Q_ + S,(r)-S0(r), (2.35)

which includes generically nonzero {local) contributions of the boundary fields at

a = 7T and a = 0. Using the conservation of (2.31) and (2.32), the boundary

supersymmetries Q,Q^ are time independent, that is, conserved, if and only if the

fluxes fulfil the equations

(2.36)

(2.37)

together with their corresponding complex conjugates.
The boundary field E^r) (E0(r)) is here required to depend only on the boundary

degrees of freedom a(r) and a(r) and the bulk fields and their time derivatives at

time r, evaluated at a = it (a = 0).

2.3.1 W - factorisation

In a next step we evaluate the equation (2.36) to deduce explicit conditions for the

boundary fields F(z), G(z) and the boundary potential B(z,z).

From (2.36) and (2.32) we obtain

dTEn(r) = G\ + elßGl_

= -f+d+z + elßf_d.z + %- (if. + elßiff) dzW, (2.38)

evaluated at a = it. Upon partial integration, (2.38) leads to

dTEn(r) = -dTz(f+-elßf_)-daz(f+ + elßf_)

+%-dzW{z) (if. + elßiff)

= -dT(2zë.) +z((G"(z)zä + F"(z)za) + (G'{z)h + F'(z)ä))

-29+^(z, z) + i elß 9+dzW(z) (2.39)

from which we deduce

ôrE7r(r) = —dT (2z9- — p(z)a — q(z)a)
+ (zG"(z) - q'(z)) za + (zF"(z) - p'(z)) za

+ (zG'(z) - q(z)) Ù + (zF'(z) - p(z)) à

-29+dzB{z^) + i elß 9+dzW(z) (2.40)
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for arbitrary p and q. Using

q\z) = zG"(z) => q(z) = zG'(z) - G(z) (2.41)

and

p'(z) = zF'fz) => p(z) = zF'(z) - F(z) (2.42)

together with the equations of motion (2.26) and (2.29) for a and a, we finally arrive

at

ôrE7r(r) = —dT (2z9_ — p(z)a — q(z)a)

+9+ (G(z)F'(z) + F{z)G'{z) + ietßdzW{zj)

+29+ Qg(z)Ü'(z) + l-F{z)F\-z) - c%B{z,z))) • (2.43)

The conditions for Af = 2 supersymmetry therefore read

W{z) = ie-tßF(z)G(z) + const (2.44)

B(z,z) =
l- (F{z)F{z) + G(z)G(z)) + const (2.45)

and the local boundary field E„- appearing in the 'boundary adjusted' supercharges

(2.34) and (2.35) is given by

E^ = -2z9_ + (zF' -F)a + (zG' - G) a. (2.46)

It explicitly contains contributions from the fermionic boundary degrees of freedom,

compare for example with the results in [15].

The requirement (2.44) is of course identical to the matrix factorisation condition

from [73, 33], whereas (2.45) so far only determines the structure of the boundary

potential B(z,z). It does not lead to a condition on F, G as the boundary potential
remains functionally undetermined by the supersymmetry considerations.

In the context of matrix factorisations in string theory the focus is on quasi-

homogeneous superpotentials leading to superconformai field theories in the infrared

limit. The latter require a conserved U(l) R-charge which should also be present

in the boundary theory, compare for example with [65]. This additional condition

requires factorisations of W into quasi-homogeneous functions.

It is worth pointing out that there is no corresponding restriction on F and G in

our case. Integrability together with supersymmetry in the context of the boundary

Lagrangian (2.12) gives rise to particular trigonometric functions in the case of the

sine-Gordon model, but supersymmetry on its own allows for more general choices.

Extending our treatment, one might, following [15], add purely bosonic boundary

degrees of freedom to (2.12). This opens up the possibility for more general choices

of F and G even when enforcing supersymmetry and integrability. We will, however,
not pursue this interesting idea in this thesis.
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2.4 The Af = 2 boundary sine-Gordon model

From now on we specify the superpotential to

W(z) = -i\ cos (ojz) (2.47)

and restrict attention therefore to the Af = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model1.

When defined on a manifold without boundaries, this theory is well known to be

a supersymmetric and integrable extension of the purely bosonic sine-Gordon the¬

ory [78]. Its first nontrivial conserved higher spin currents on whose conservation

in the presence of a boundary we will concentrate in the following, were derived in

[78, 99]. In our conventions they are given in the appendix A.

With the superpotential (2.47) in (2.11) we can immediately derive the bulk equa¬

tions of motion. They are found to be

d+d_z = —igsin~z f_f+ — g2 sin z cos z (2.48)

d+d-Z = igsinz f+f- — g2 cos zsin~z (2.49)

d_if+ = gcosz if_ (2.50)

d-if+ = gcosz if- (2-51)

d+if- = —gcosz' if+ (2.52)

d+if_ = —gcosz if+, (2.53)

by setting w.l.o.g. u = 1. We furthermore redefined the bulk coupling constant to

g = è, resembling the choices in

2.4.1 Integrability in the presence of boundaries

In this section we consider the Af = 2 sine-Gordon model in the presence of bound¬

aries and derive conditions for which the following 'energy-like' combination

h = F da (T4 + T4 - 92 - 92) - E^ (r) + e[,3) (r) (2.54)
Jo

of the bulk conserved currents from the appendix A is conserved. The inclusion of

local boundary currents as Eq (t) and Ei- (r) goes back to [54]. Their appearance

is by now a well known and frequently used feature in the context of integrable

boundary field theories as briefly reviewed in section 2.1. It is in particular inde¬

pendent of the in our case present supersymmetries.

The conservation of a higher spin quantity as I3 is usually regarded as providing

strong evidence for the integrability of the underlying two dimensional (boundary)
field theory. Our 'proof of integrability is to be understood in this sense.

1The phase accompanying the real coupling constant A is chosen for later convenience. Its form

does not affect purely bosonic terms in the Lagrangian (2.11). In the fermionic parts of (2.11) it

can be absorbed in a redéfinition ip± —> eiatp±, ip± —> e_îa-i/'±-
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As previously done in section 2.3 for the supercurrents (2.31), (2.32) in (2.34) and

(2.35), the quantity I3 is conserved iff the condition

dTE^ = T4-T4 + 92-92 (2.55)

holds at a = it. In deriving (2.55) we have used the equations (A.31) and (A.32)
from the appendix A. As before, there is an identical condition at a = 0.

Due to the complexity of the conserved currents as presented in the appendix A,
the calculation transforming the right hand side of (2.55) to a total time derivative

is rather lengthy and intricate. It nevertheless follows a straightforward strategy
which in our case differs slightly from the approach in [99].

In a first step, we use the equations of motion (2.48)-(2.53) and the bosonic bound¬

ary conditions (2.25) and (2.28) to remove all a—derivatives on the bosonic and

fermionic fields appearing in T4,T4, #2, #2.

In a second step, we remove (where possible) all time derivatives on the fermionic

fields 9+ and 9+ by partial integrations and apply the identities from appendix B to

furthermore replace 9- and 9- and their time derivatives by the fermionic boundary
fields a and ä.

In doing so, a large number of terms cancel manifestly. There are, however, other

contributions as for example those proportional to combinations like {9+ dT9+) or

+9f) which cannot be reduced further and which cannot be written as a time

derivative of a local field. Their prefactors given by expressions containing the

boundary potential B(z,z) and the functions F(z), G(z) and their derivatives there¬

fore necessarily have to vanish.

Together with the conditions (2.45) and (2.44) for the Af = 2 supersymmetry, these

resulting differential equations are shown to determine the boundary Lagrangian up

to two possible choices for the boundary potential including a single free parameter

and two additional (discrete) choices.

In the following we present the differential equations determined as explained above

and write down their solutions. The explicit form of the boundary field Ei- ap¬

pearing in (2.54) is provided in the appendix B.

2.4.2 The boundary potential B(z,z)

As explained in [99], the boundary potential B(z,z) is already determined by the

purely bosonic terms in (A.27), (A.29) and (A.28), (A.30). The differential equations
for the real field B read

0 = dzdzdzB + ^dzB (2.56)

0 = dzdzdzB + ^dzB (2.57)

together with

dzdzB = d.d.B. (2.58)

*
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This determines B to

B(z,z) = a cos—-—cos— \-b, a,beM.,z0eC, (2.59)

which is so far exactly the result of [99]. Together with (2.45) we will nevertheless

find further conditions on the so far unspecified constant z0, arising from contribu¬

tions of higher order in the bulk coupling constant g than considered in [99].

2.4.3 The boundary functions F,G, and F,G

From terms quadratic in the fermionic degrees of freedom as for example

16i ( dTzf (a!"{z) + -\a'(z)\ 9+ (2.60)

and

48« dTz d2z ( A"{z) + \a)9+ (2.61)

we obtain the differential equations

0 = A'\z) + -A(z) (2.62)

0 = dz[F'{z)G'{z)} + )-gsmz elß (2.63)

and their corresponding complex conjugates. The functions F(z) and G(z) are

determined from (2.62), (2.21) and (2.22) to

F(z) = A0cos^^ + C0 (2.64)

G{z) = Bocos^^ + Do, (2.65)

and the equation (2.63) becomes with the matrix factorisation condition (2.44)

0 = F' (g" + ^g\ + G' (f" + -^F

= -l(A0D0sin^^ + B0CosinZ-^y (2.66)

By combining these results with the expression for B(z,z) found in (2.45), we can

in the next step deduce conditions on the so far free parameters in (2.64), (2.65)
and (2.59).

Using (2.64) and (2.65) in the differentiated condition (2.44) we obtain

0 lß .
AqBq Ki + K2 .

AqBq
. Ki + K2

2g e
'
sm z = — cos sm z H — sin cos z (2-67)
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and therefore

«i + k2 = 2ttu neZ (2.68)

2ge%ß = -^A0Bo(-)n. (2.69)

A constraint on z0 appearing in the boundary potential B arises from equation

(2.45). We have

dzckB(z,z) =
l- [f'F1 + G'G1) . (2.70)

Using (2.59) and (2.64), (2.65) evaluated at z = z0, we obtain

0 = A0A0 sin sin h B0B0 sin sm (2.71)

and thus
. z0 — K\ . z0 — K2

0 = sm ; 0 = sm . (2.72)

Together with (2.68) and the observation that the boundary Lagrangian (2.12) does

not depend on the constants Go,-Do in (2.64) and (2.65), we therefore deduce the

two following possibilities to ensure integrability in the sense discussed in [54].

Case I:

z ~z z z

B(z, z) = a cos - cos -; F (z) = A0 cos-; G(z) = B0 cos- (2.73)

with

AoB0 =-Ag etß ; A0Ä0 + B0B0 = 2a (2.74)

Case II:

z ~z z z

B(z, z) = a sin - sin -; F(z) = A0 sin-; G(z) = B0 sin - (2-75)

with

A0B0 = igelß; A0Ä0 + B0B0 = 2a. (2.76)

From (2.74) and (2.76) we have in both cases

A0A0 = a± v^2 - 16#2 (2.77)

and therefore

Ao = e!Va ± \/a2 - 1%2- (2-78)
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The undetermined phase 7 appearing in (2.78) can be absorbed in a redefinition

of the fermionic boundary fields a and a. From (2.77) we furthermore have the

condition

a > ig > 0 (2.79)

which in particular leads to a positive - semidefinite boundary potential B(z,z) in

(2.12).

With these choices all remaining terms in (2.55) either vanish or can be written as a

total time derivative as a rather long calculation shows. Some details are presented
in the appendix B. This result ensures the conservation of the higher spin quantity

(2.54) in the presence of a boundary to all orders in the bulk coupling constant g,

providing strong evidence for integrability.

To first order in g, the condition (2.70) together with (2.76) and (2.77) does not

give rise to a constraint on F and G. In this case one reobtains the situation of

[99] where the two additional (real) parameters expressed by zo in the boundary

potential (2.59) were found to be compatible with integrability to that order.



Chapter 3

Branes with nontrivial boundary
condensates

3.1 The plane wave background: Introduction

We start this chapter by presenting a brief introduction to the maximally supersym¬

metric plane wave solution of type IIB supergravity from [25]. It is the background

spacetime on which all string theories to be discussed in the remainder of this the¬

sis are defined on. As mentioned in chapter 1, the solution of [25] is a particular

plane fronted wave with parallel rays (pp-wave) with a metric of the form (1.1) and

(1.3). By a slight, but customary abuse of notation, we refer to it as the plane wave

solution.

From the results presented in section 1.1, the plane wave can be obtained as a

particular Maldacena - Maoz background by choosing a suitable quadratic superpo¬

tential. While this is particularly appropriate for discussing boundary fermions in

this context (compare with chapter 4), it neither does full justice to this remarkable

spacetime, nor does it reflect its original discovery.

The plane wave solution as discovered in [25] is described by the metric

ds2 = 2dX+dX~ - /i2XIXIdX+dX+ + dXldXl (3.1)

and the nonzero Ramond-Ramond five-form field strength

F5 = ßdx+ A [dxl A dx2 A dx3 A dx4 + dx5 A dx6 A dx7 A dx8) . (3.2)

It is a maximally supersymmetric spacetime, that is, there exist 32 independent
sections e in the spinor bundle obeying the differential equation

Vrt = 0. (3.3)

The differential operator Vr is here the appropriately extended covariant derivative

of type II B supergravity with additional contributions of the RR-field (3.2), com¬

pare with equation (1.8) in the introduction.

22
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Despite the numerous supergravity or string background solutions with less super-

symmetry, there are only 3 cases with maximal supersymmetry in the type IIB

case [50]: flat space, the plane wave and the AdS5 x ^-solution, famous from the

AdS/CFT correspondence [86].
What is remarkable about the plane wave solution is that it is on the one hand

simple enough to give rise to a solvable string theory to be discussed in the next

section. On the other hand, it displays sufficiently many nontrivial features to allow

for a substantial enlargement of our knowledge about strings in curved backgrounds.

In a certain sense, the plane wave can be understood as lying in between the trivial

flat space and the so far still largely intractable AdS$ x S& solution. We present

a mathematical justification of this statement below. As discussed in [18], it has

particularly important consequences in the gauge / gravity - duality context from

[86].

The plane wave background (3.1) can be obtained from the AdS5 x S5 solution

as a 'Penrose-Giiven-limit', [26]. This limit can be interpreted as a zoom in onto

a neighbourhood of a null geodesic in an arbitrary Lorentzian manifold. In the

context of general relativity this procedure was introduced by Penrose in [105] and

generalised to supergravity theories by Giiven in [60]. Following the very accessible

introduction [24], but see also [27], the limit can be summarised as follows. In suit¬

able coordinates a general Lorentzian metric in a neighbourhood of a null geodesic
has the form

ds2 = 2dX+dX~ + G (X+,X~,Xr) (dX+)2 + 2G, (X+,X~,Xr) dXldX+

+ Cl3(X+,X-,Xr)dXldX3, (3.4)

compare with [105]. Following [24], the Penrose limit follows from (3.4) ('pragmat¬
ically speaking') by dropping the second and third term and furthermore reducing
the coordinate dependency in C%J to

Cv(X+) = Cv(X+,0,0). (3.5)

Via a transformation of coordinates, the resulting metric can be brought to the form

(1.1) with (1.3). In summary, we have deduced a plane wave metric by starting with

a null geodesic in a general Lorentzian spacetime. For a more geometrical account

including a discussion of covariance properties, we refer to [24, 27] and references

therein.

With the previous procedure, the plane wave solution (3.1) can be derived by start¬

ing with the AdS$ x ^-metric

ds2 = R2 [- cosh2(r)dt2 + dr2 + sinh2(r)dQJ + cos2(9)dif2 + d92 + sin2(9)dQ'i]
(3.6)

and performing the Penrose-limit along an appropriate null geodesic with

X+ = t + if; X~ = t-if, (3.7)
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compare with [26]. In the extended setting of Giiven this also includes the deriva¬

tion of the nonzero RR-field (3.2).

The particular virtue of this derivation is the possibility to interpret it in the dual

field theory described in the AdS/CFT - conjecture. By this conjecture, string the¬

ory on AdS5 x 5*5 is dual to a Af = 4 superconformai field theory in four spacetime

dimensions, [86]. The Penrose limit in this setting amounts to picking special oper¬

ators in the field theory, compare with the initial paper [18]. This procedure is now

referred to as the 'BMN-limit'.

We do not attempt to discuss the BMN-limit in any further detail and point the in¬

terested reader to the extensive reviews [113, 87, 106, 103, 109]. We, however, want

to stress that available string theoretical data for the plane wave background and

explicit calculations on the field theory side led to tests of Maldacena's conjecture
from [86] far beyond previously available results.

3.1.1 Closed strings in the plane wave background

Below we present a brief review of the closed string theory defined on the maximally

supersymmetric plane wave background and fix our notations for future reference.

As discussed in chapter 1, the metric (3.1) allows for the choice of the light-cone

gauge in the Green-Schwarz description [67, 108]. The resulting gauge-fixed theory
was first constructed by Metsaev in [94] and further discussed in [95]. We do not

present the derivation of [94, 95] using Cartan forms defined on coset superspaces

and just summarise their final result expressed here in the conventions of [58, 19, 51].
The relation to the formulation as a Landau-Ginzburg model will be discussed in

detail in chapter 4.

The plane wave worldsheet theory in the light-cone gauge is governed by the fol¬

lowing set of equations of motion. For the transverse bosonic fields we have

(d+d- + m2) Xr = 0 (3.8)

with r = 1,... 8 and the fermionic degrees of freedom are described by the coupled

system of differential equations

d+S = mUS; d_S = -mUS, (3.9)

using the spinor matrix

n = 71727374- (3-10)

As explained in [94], the fields S, S reside in the same S'0(8)-spinor representation as

appropriate for the type II B superstring theory of present interest. Our conventions

regarding Dirac matrices are taken from chapter 5 of [58], to which we also refer for

further details of the corresponding representation theory.

The mass parameter m appearing in (3.8) and (3.9) is proportional to the parameter

ß in the plane wave metric (3.1). Its exact numerical form depends on the light-cone
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gauge parameters and will be discussed in section 3.2.

Using the gauge-fixed equations of motion, the closed string theory construction

proceeds in the standard fashion. Following [51], the most general solutions to (3.8)
and (3.9) are given by

Xs(a, t) = As sin(mr) + As cos(mr) + Bs cosh(ma) + Bs sinh(ma)

£ 1 (aS Q-^nT-na) _|_
~s e-i(ojnT+na)^ (3.11)

n,wneC\{0}

for the bosons and

S(a, r) = 5*0 cos(tot) + IISo sin(mr) + T0 cosh(m<7) + IJT0 sinh(m<T)

E Sne-l^-n*) + _<UJn_ n)uSne-l^T+na)
m

n,comeC\{0}

S(r, a) = —nS0 sin(mr) + S0 cos(tot) + T0 cosh(m<7) + IJT0 sinh(m<T)

n,comeC\{0}

for the fermions. To obey the equations of motion we have in both cases

2 2,2

ojn = n + m

Sne^nr+na) ,_ .^^(^r-na)
m

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

and the factors cn corresponding to the fermionic nonzero modes' normalisations

are chosen to

Tfl

Cn=
ft T^^ (3-15)

for later convenience. These general solutions will be of particular interest in the

context of open strings with non-standard modings in the field expansions. For the

present case of closed string fields additional periodicity requirements as for example

Xr(r,a)=Xr(r,a + 2Tr) (3.16)

lead to significantly simplified results. Explicitly, they are given by

1 i

Xr{j, a) = cos(mr)xo H sin(mr)po + i /
—

tu —'
uir.

(rvrp-^nT-na) , ~r -i(ujnT+ncj)\

raZ\{0}

(3.17)

and

S(a, t) = S0 cos(mr) + IISq sin(mr)

+ y, c

n£Z\{0}

S(t, a) = —IISq sin(mr) + S0 cos(mr)

Sne-t(u,nr-no) +<UJn_ n)USne-l^T+na)
m

E <

raZ\{0}

Sne-l^T+na) (ujn- n)nSrae-t(^r-ra<j)
m

(3.18)

(3.19)
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compare with [94, 95]. We furthermore have

ujn = sgn(n)Vn2 + m2 (3.20)

and the requirements for real fields lead to the well known relations

[an) Q-ni \an) ®--ni '-'n »-'—n> &n 0-n. \O.LY)

For future convenience, we furthermore introduce the following zero-mode combi¬

nations from [51]. For the bosons we use

(Po + imxr0) , äg = ,— (po - imxr0) (3.22)

and for the fermions

'o

'2m v2m

-F=
(S0 - iSr,S0 + iS0j , 90 = —= ( S0 -

iS0 ) (3.23)

with chiral projections

1r — —-—&o, Or——-—d0

?l = —z—Oo, Ol = —-—9q. (3.24)

Quantisation

After presenting the mode expansions of the closed string fields in the gauge-fixed
worldsheet theory, the canonical quantisation proceeds as in flat space physics,

compare for example with the standard reference [58].

With the canonical conjugated bosonic momenta

Pr(r,a) = dTXr(r,a) (3.25)

the required canonical quantum relations are given by the customary expressions

[Xr(r,a),Xs(r,a')] = 0, (3.26)

[Xr(r,a),Ps(r,a')] = i6rs6(a - a'), (3.27)

[Pr(r,a),Ps(r,a')] = 0 (3.28)

and

{Sa(r,a),Sb(r,a')} = 2TTÖ(a - a')öab, (3.29)

{Sa(r,a),Sb(r,a')} = 2TTÖ(a - a')öab, (3.30)

{Sa(r,a),Sb(r,a')} = 0. (3.31)
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As first determined in [94, 95], the field relations (3.26)-(3.31) are fulfilled iff the

modes appearing in (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) obey

K; «?] = Ukàr8ok+ï, K, af] = 0; [ark, af] = ujkörsök+

l^fc' $i } = öa ök+f, j'S'fc, Sz | = 0; |S£, St j
= öa ök+i

for k,l ^ 0 and

[öS,ög] = 0; [öS, aß] = Srs; [ar0, a80] = 0

{9a0,9b} = 0; {<%X} = Sab; {ToXl = 0

for the zero modes.

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

The Superalgebra

Below we present the conserved supercurrents representing the 32 Killing spinors
of the maximally supersymmetric background (3.1) in the worldsheet theory. As

discussed in chapter 1, the resulting supersymmetries split up into two groups,

the dynamical and kinematical, or synonymously linearly and nonlinearly realised

charges. For reasons explained in section 1.1, but see also [51], our treatment has

its main focus on the dynamical supersymmetries.

As derived in [94, 95], the 16 dynamical Killing spinors correspond to the conserved

worldsheet fluxes

Ql = d.X^faaS* - mXs (7*II)aa Sa; <?a = d_X°YaaSa + mXs (yil)aa Sa (3.36)

Ql = d+X'^S* + mXs (7*LI)aa Sa; Ql = -d+XsYaaSa + mXs (7*II)aa Sa

(3.37)

with

0 = dßQß and 0 = dßQß. (3.38)

By standard reasoning they give rise to the conserved charges

1
r-2TT

V^Qa

which are expressible as

2tt

1

2~f

da

2?r

da

d_XrYS - mXr7rnS

d+XrfS + mXrYUS

(3.39)

(3.40)

VïpTQa = Y,

V2p~ÏQa = Y,

prolrS0 - mxroyilS + y~] cn ( 7
r r q I

&n — n

m
7rTk/raSr;

(3.41)

Po7rS0 + mxr0YTlS + Y,Cn(
ra/0

^
7 a_raSra - i 7 llcü_raS,

m

(3.42)
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by using (3.17)-(3.19), compare for example with [94, 51].

The kinematical Killing spinors are represented by the currents

Ql = exp [imrU]ab (s6 + iSb) ; Ql = exp [imrU]ab (s6 - iSb) (3.43)

Ql = exp [-imrU]ab (s6 - iSb) ; Ql = exp [-imrU]ab (s6 + iSb) (3.44)

and the corresponding charges are given by the fermionic zero modes

v/2^Q„ = S0a; v/2p+4 = 5;o- (3-45)

We close this section by noting the component form of the closed string light-cone

gauge Hamiltonian for future reference. As discussed in [94, 51], it is given by

oo

2p+H = m (aJöS + iS«IlabSb + 4) + J] [ar_kark + ar_ka\ + uk [sa_kSak + Sa_kSak)
fc=i

00

= m (a5ö5 + 9f9aL + 9aR9aR) + J] [ar_kark + ar_kark + uk [sa_kSak + Sa_kSt) ,

fc=i

(3.46)

presented already in its normal ordered form.

3.2 Branes in the plane wave background

This section contains a brief introduction to the classification of supersymmetric
branes in the maximally supersymmetric plane wave background and explains the

context of our subsequent constructions.

Soon after the treatment of closed strings in the spacetime (3.1) in [94, 95] and

mainly within the emerging wake of activity following the previously mentioned

'BMN-proposal' from [18], branes in the plane wave background have been studied

in a number of papers from many different points of view. Starting with the initial

papers [23, 41], geometric methods like the probe brane approach were applied in

[116, 119, 10, 11, 121, 96, 102], boundary states were used in [19, 51, 52, 42] and dis¬

cussions using open string constructions can be found in [41, 117, 118, 11, 38, 35, 76].
Closely related setups were considered for example in [4, 112, 29, 5, 70, 77, 9].

Following in particular the flat space treatment of Green and Gutperle in [56, 57], the

(maximally) supersymmetric branes in the plane wave background without bound¬

ary fields have been classified in [117, 51] by using the spinor matrix

M = fi I1- (3.47)
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The matrix M appears in the standard fermionic boundary conditions and the

product (3.47) is understood to span over the Neumann directions of the brane

under consideration. From section 3.4 onwards this will be discussed in greater
detail in a generalised context.

Following [51, 117], there are two different classes of branes in the plane wave

background. Those of class I are characterised by a gluing matrix M fulfilling

MUMU=-1, (3.48)

using the matrix II as defined in (3.10). The maximally supersymmetric branes in

this class are of structure (r, r + 2), (r + 2, r) with r = 0,1,2. The notation (r, s)
has been introduced in [116] and labels the orientation of the different branes with

respect to the S0(4) x SO(4)-background symmetry.

The second class or Class II type branes are described by

MUMU = 1 (3.49)

and the standard maximally supersymmetric members of this family are the (0, 0)
instanton and the (4,0), (0,4) branes from [117, 51].

One of our main results is the construction of a maximally supersymmetric class II

brane of type (4, 4) to be presented in chapter 4. Its construction uses deformed

boundary conditions, originating from the inclusion of fermionic boundary fields as

discussed in chapter 2. We provide constructions for branes of type (n, n) for all

n = 0,... 4, but only the limiting cases n = 0 and n = 4 are maximally supersym¬

metric.

In the present chapter we consider a different generalisation of the previously de¬

scribed branes by allowing for boundary magnetic fields, or analogously, for nontriv-

ial B—field backgrounds. In contradistinction to the situation in flat space covered

for example in [57, 39], it will be seen to be impossible to turn on boundary con¬

densates on some supersymmetric branes without reducing the amount of conserved

supersymmetries.
There are only two classes of branes in the plane wave background which remain

maximally supersymmetric in the presence of boundary magnetic fields. The con¬

densates on these branes of structure (2,0), (4,2) give rise to new continuous D-

brane families1. In addition, these families will be shown to interpolate smoothly
between the mentioned class I branes and the (0, 0), (4, 0) class II branes, connecting
these classes therefore in a natural fashion. It is worth mentioning that our results

from [90] presented in this chapter have been confirmed later on in [82] and more

recently in a slightly different context in [114].

Using worldsheet methods we provide brane constructions from the open and closed

string point of view. It is important to notice that the standard light-cone gauge

1We do not count the analogous constructions of (0, 2), (2, 4) branes as separate classes as they
can be deduced by an obvious relabelling / interchange of coordinates.
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condition

X+ = 2ttP+t (3.50)

gives rise to branes of different nature in these two sectors. In the open sector the

light-cone directions with (3.50) are of Neumann type, whereas they become Dirich-

let like in the closed string case, [57]. The boundary states therefore correspond to

instantonic branes instead of the more customary Dp-branes as usually constructed

in the open-string setting.
To have a straightforward comparison between the two pictures and to furthermore

conduct consistency tests, one has to use different light-cone gauge conditions in

the two settings. An appropriate new gauge for open strings was introduced in [19].
We refer to this publication and [51] (but see also [119]) for a detailed discussion on

this point.

As mentioned in section 3.1.1, the mass parameter appearing in the equations of

motion (3.8) and (3.9) is gauge-dependent. With the standard gauge (3.50) it takes

on the form

m = 2tt^P+ (3.51)

in the closed string sector. The open string on the other hand acquires with the

new gauge from [19, 51] the mass parameter

m = ßX+, (3.52)

to be substituted for m in the equations of motion (3.8) and (3.9). The parameter

ß is in both cases taken from the metric (3.1).

The different masses play a crucial rôle in the important consistency check known

from conformai field theory as the Cardy condition. It requires the identity of certain

boundary state overlaps with one-loop partition functions in the corresponding open

string descriptions. In the context of plane wave physics this test was first studied

in [19, 51] by defining m - dependent deformations of the well known /-functions of

Polchinski and Cai from [107].
We extend and connect the results of [19, 51] by introducing gauge field dependent

generalisations of the special functions fl g[ .
It is worth mentioning that similar

deformations of the standard T-function have appeared in the context of plane wave

physics in [84, 85].

This chapter is organised as follows. After briefly summarising general aspects

of boundary condensates on D-branes in flat space in section 3.3, we present a

closed string boundary state description of maximally supersymmetric branes in

the plane wave background in section 3.4. We deduce a general condition for the

gluing matrices whose solutions are discussed in section 3.5. After constructing the

corresponding boundary states in section 3.6, the open string treatment starts with

section 3.7. Further technical details are to be found in the appendices C and D.
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3.3 Boundary Condensates on Dp-branes

Let us begin by reviewing some well-known facts about boundary condensates on

D-branes in flat space. As described for example in [1, 57, 56, 115] and references

therein, the introduction of boundary condensates with (constant) gauge potentials

Ai on the world volume of a D-brane gives rise to the following boundary action

f ds UjdsX1 - iFuS^s) (3.53)

with the (abelian) field strength F = dA. In case of a constant B - field background
the bosonic bulk term proportional to

eaßBradaXrdßX8 (3.54)

and the corresponding fermionic couplings become total derivatives and we obtain

for a constant gauge field with the appropriate potential Ai = —\FuXJ the com¬

bined surface action

(3.55)l dsFu (X[IdsXJ] - SjIJS) .

Here we have furthermore used the standard gauge invariant quantity T' = F — B.

For the Neumann directions the boundary action (3.55) leads to the modified bound¬

ary conditions

d^X1 + J=lJdTXJ = 0 (3.56)

at a = 0,7r, compare for example with [57]. The parameter v = 1,2 distinguishes

possibly different condensates on branes at er = 0 and a = tt. For simplicity we will,

however, concentrate on the case T\ = T2.

As a relation between d+Xr and d-Xr, the equation (3.56) reads

(d+X1 + NIJd_XJ) = 0 (3.57)

along the Neumann directions with

N1J =

1+fF

13

jru =
1 + N

1- N

13

(3.58)

For the Dirichlet directions we impose (3.57) with N = 1, that is

(d+Xl + d_Xl) = dTXl = 0 (3.59)

on the boundary2.

The implementation of a nonzero gauge field condensate in the light-cone gauge

2We use upper case letters I, J... for Neumann - and lower case letters i,j... for Dirichlet

directions in this chapter.
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boundary state description in flat space is discussed in [57]. It uses the conservation

of space-time supersymmetries expressed by

rQa + ir1MabQbj\\B}}=0, (qo + i^M^Q^ \\B)) = 0 (3.60)

as a guiding principle. With the usual fermionic gluing relations

yZ + iVMabSb_n)\\B)) = 0 (3.61)

and the bosonic conditions (3.59) and (3.57) described beforehand, the constraints

(3.60) are fulfilled iff the orthogonal matrices NIJ, Mab, Mab obey

MablicMld = 7>J/. (3.62)

By this, the matrices NIJ, Mab, Mab are equivalent elements in the three different ir¬

reducible eight dimensional SO(8)—representations. The corresponding explicit so¬

lutions are provided in section 3.5. As there are no further conditions for maximally

supersymmetry branes, arbitrary constant boundary condensates can be turned on

on any even dimensional world-volume subspace of a supersymmetric brane in flat

space without changing the amount of conserved supersymmetries.

3.4 Gluing conditions for maximally supersym¬

metric branes in the plane wave background

From now on we consider branes in the plane wave background with a focus on

(static) maximally supersymmetric configurations. In terms of boundary states,

the conservation of dynamical supersymmetries is encoded as in flat space by

Qa + ir]MabQb^j\\B)) = 0, (3.63)

using the supercharges presented in (3.41) and (3.42). The matrix M is as before a

constant SO (8)—spinor matrix in the appropriate representation.

Assuming the standard Dirichlet conditions (3.59) for a flat D-brane, the require¬
ment (3.63) uniquely determines the fermionic boundary conditions, compare with

[51]. With the mode expansions (3.41), (3.42) and the bosonic conditions

(<-<y_J||ß» = 0 (3.64)

from (3.59), the fermionic gluing conditions are determined to

(sZ + iVK?Sb_n)\\B)) = 0 (n^O) (3.65)

with

*• = TT^Çmu m = i+^AmM (a66)
2ojnci I m
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In deriving (3.66), we implicitly used

[M,y]=o (3.67)

along the Dirichlet directions. This condition will be further discussed in the open

string setting in section 4.4.

After determining the fermionic boundary conditions from contributions in (3.63)
along the Dirichlet directions, we discuss next terms along the Neumann directions.

The bosonic open string boundary conditions (3.56) translate by the standard meth¬

ods into

(drX1 - TIJdaXJ) \\B)) = 0 (r = 0).

This yields the mode-relations

with

and

Nn =

(aIn-NiJaJ_n)\\B)) = 0

3= (un + n) - (un - n)N

N_n = Nn; NtnN_n = NtnNn=l.

(3.68)

(3.69)

(3.70)

(3.71)

The last relations make the bosonic gluing conditions self-consistent. By using

(3.69) in (3.63), we obtain

» = £
nez

7 +
2ujncn

1 mr]
M77n ) alnsn + iV ( m7j - -^7Jn ) äJnS.

2u)ncn

which simplifies to

2ujnc2n M^UJ NiJnKn - (V7J ^Vn)=o.
2unci

With (3.66) and

mr]

2unc2n
= v-

u„ — n

m

\\B))

(3.72)

(3.73)

(3.74)

we finally deduce

MrJMi -tj
Jn/rt ^Un n

(„J-nn/rt

N
1.3

m

oj„ — n

7JnMJ
- M7Jn) - (cJra„_2ra)V

rrr

7 -V-
m

'YltM1 - M77n)
(un - nf i ji/ft

mr
MyM (3.75)

Under the assumption of a ^-independent gluing matrix Nn = N, the condition

(3.75) leads to the requirement

M-fM1 = NIJY; 7J = NijMYM1 (3.76)
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and therefore in particular to N2 = 1 — N = — 1 along the Neumann directions.

The first publications on branes in the plane wave background were focussing on

mode-independent gluing conditions. In this sense, branes with boundary conden¬

sates were first missed out for the same reason as the (O,0)-instanton from [51, 117]
with its mode dependent fermionic gluing conditions.

Applying in our case the (generically) mode-dependent matrix (3.70) to the condi¬

tion (3.75), we have

0 = (MYM1 - rJNJL) + —(7JLIM* - M7JLI)(iVJL - 5LJ), (3.77)
Li lb

implying

MrJMf = YNIJ (3.78)

(6KR - NKR) [7KnM* - M7fcn] = 0 (3.79)

along the Neumann directions. In the present situation the matrix 1 —N is invertible.

Thus, we can rewrite the previous conditions as

MrJMf = YNIJ (3.80)

and

7K = M-/KUMU = YNIKMUMU. (3.81)

The conditions in this final form will be interpreted and solved in the next section.

So far we only considered nonzero mode contributions to (3.63). As the 'zero-modes'

in (3.17) and (3.18), (3.19) do not contain a a-dependency, T drops out for these

terms and the previous considerations for a vanishing jF-gauge field to be found for

example in [51] remain unaltered: Commuting (3.63) with Xq one obtains

(sao+ir1MabSb)\\B}) = 0, (3.82)

that is, the boundary state preserves eight kinematical supersymmetries. Applying
this to (3.63), we are left with the condition

(-iï]P^(YM - MY)So - m^(77n - M7/iIM)S0) \\B)) = 0. (3.83)

For the Neumann directions this is solved with the standard requirement

Po\\B))=0. (3.84)

For the Dirichlet directions, however, one has to have either

MUMU = 1, (3.85)

corresponding to a class II brane without gauge field excitations or

xlo\\B)) = 0, (3.86)

that is, a brane placed at the origin of the transverse space.
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3.5 Supersymmetric Branes with nontrivial T -

field

The first condition (3.80) for maximally supersymmetric branes in the plane wave

background is identical to (3.62) from the flat space treatment. As already men¬

tioned beforehand, it states that the three matrices Mab, Mab and Nu are related

by SO(8)-triality. It is explicitly solved by the formulas presented in [57, 56], that

is,

Nu = e^MtfEf/

and

with

M„K = e^^T- Mnh = e^^äab

S
13

= à! öj - öj dj ; 7

1
fmyl

(3.87)

(3.88)

(3.89)

The second condition (3.81) has no flat space analogue. For maximally supersym¬

metric branes it gives rise to some qualitative differences compared to flat space,

where a nonzero boundary condensate does not give rise to any new constraints.

Before discussing cases with nonzero magnetic fields in detail, it is easy to see that all

the considerations so far are consistent with the results on branes in the plane wave

background as summarised in section 3.2. Assuming mode independent fermionic

gluing condition as for example in [23, 19], one needs MItMIt = — 1 as deduced

from (3.66). By (3.81), this furthermore leads to N = — 1 and the bosonic gluing
conditions finally reduce to the standard Nn = N = — 1. This is the setup of a class

I brane as first discussed in [23, 41].
The maximally supersymmetric class II branes with MUMH = 1 beyond the

(0, 0)—instanton are not contained in the previous treatment. As discussed in

[116, 121], the (4,0), (0,4) branes couple necessarily to the longitudinal flux fF+i.
This possibility was not included in the previous discussion and will be covered in

the context of the (4, 2)-brane with boundary condensate later on.

3.5.1 The (2,0), (0,2) branes

The cases of the (2,0) or (0,2)3 branes are solved as follows. Without loss of gen¬

erality we choose the first two coordinates I = 1,2 as Neumann directions. We

obtain

N = exp

and

M,ab = exp

0 1

-1 0

-rä lab COS

cos u sm (

- sin 9 cos (

ilalsin

(3.90)

(3.91)

3For branes with non-zero magnetic fields we use the same labelling as for their IF —> 0 limits

from [117, 51]
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We deduce

[M,n] = 0, (3.92)

such that the second condition (3.80) reads

7J = YNIJM2 = MrJM <- M*7J = 7JM (J =1,2). (3.93)

For the (2,0) case this is an identity and we therefore can have arbitrary constant

boundary condensates on branes of this type.

The new class of branes with nonzero boundary condensate T interpolates smoothly
between the usual class I (2,0) brane and the (class II) (0,0) instanton. By choosing
the parameter 9 in (3.90) to 9 = 0, the gluing matrices from (3.65) and (3.69) reduce

to

Ä„ = i^-^; iV. = l. (3.94)
n

These are the conditions for the D-instanton from [51]. For 9 = tt we obtain on the

other hand

Kn = Y2; Nn = -l, (3.95)

that is, the conditions for the standard (2,0) brane.

The boundary state of the (2,0) brane and its consistency with the open string
channel description will be discussed in section 3.8.

3.5.2 The (3,1), (1,3) branes

In the plane wave background it is impossible to turn on a boundary condensate on a

(true) subspace of a brane worldvolume and still maintain maximal supersymmetry.

This is in clear contradistinction to the situation in flat space. It comes immediately
from the observation that an eigenvalue — 1 of N in (3.81) gives rise to the condition

of class I branes. This implies in particular N =
— 1.

But even for a non-degenerate T the condition (3.81) is in general not solvable

as the example of the (3,1) brane shows4. It is convenient to choose a coordinate

system in which the antisymmetric Q in (3.88) takes on a particularly simple form.

From the SO(4) x SO(4) background symmetry there is in this case only a SO(3)
symmetry on the worldvolume. It allows us to transform Q to5

Q

( 0 a 0 0 \
-a 0 0 b

0 0 0c

\ o -b -c o y

(3.96)

By using (3.81) we can prove that a nontrivial boundary condensate on a flat (3,1)-
brane is not consistent with maximal supersymmetry. Aligning the brane along the

4The following analysis extends immediately to the case of (4,2), (2,4) branes without additional

T^1 condensates.

5To block-diagonalise il, that is, to set b = 0, a full S'0(4)-rotation is generically necessary.
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1,2,3,5 directions and using Q as presented in (3.96), we derive

M = exp \i12+\i2"+\r (3.97)

The straightforward evaluation of (3.81) along the 1 = 5 direction leads to 1 =

LIM2n = M2 and thus with (3.80) to N2 = 1. This is the case of a trivial boundary
condensate T = 0.

The observation that it is impossible to turn on a gauge field condensate on a (3,1)
brane and still maintain maximal supersymmetry is related to the previous finding
of [23, 41] that class I branes break all dynamical supersymmetries if removed from

the origin of transverse space. Indeed, from an open string bosonic mode expansion

analogous to (3.135) as to be derived below for the (2, 0)—brane, it can be seen that

the zero modes along the Neumann directions with nontrivial T tend in the (well
behaved) T — oo -v^ 9 — 0 limit to the Dirichlet zero modes describing a brane

removed from the origin.
From this it follows that only static (Euclidean) branes related to the instanton

(as discussed beforehand) or the (4,0), (0,4) branes (to be considered in the next

section) can preserve 8 dynamical supersymmetries in the presence of boundary
condensates.

The probe brane approach of [116] actually suggests that the coupling of boundary
condensates with the non-trivial background flux in the plane wave world volume

action requires in a generic (especially non - static) case the introduction of de¬

formed Dirichlet - conditions / deformed D-brane embeddings. An example along
these lines is the possibility to shift a Lorentzian (+,—,3,1) brane away from the

origin if an appropriate JT+/-flux is switched on, [116]. It would be interesting to un¬

derstand whether a comparable deformation of the Dirichlet condition (3.64) allows

for supersymmetric (3,1) -branes with nontrivial boundary condensates.

3.5.3 The (4,2), (2,4) branes with flux

As a second example of branes with nontrivial gauge condensates T1J ^ 0 in the

plane wave background, we consider in this section the (4, 2)-brane. In the limiting

process T — oo discussed above, it is connected to the class II (4, 0) brane. As

first discussed in [116], this (4, 0)-brane couples necessarily to the nontrivial F5

background flux (3.2). Due to this, a nonzero boundary condensate T+i = T_1

(T-i = 0) is required to obey the corresponding field - equations of motion, compare

with [116].
The JT_/-coupling alters the bosonic gluing conditions along the I = 1, ..4 Neumann

directions, but leaves the other boundary conditions as discussed in section 3.4

above.

For a (4, 2) - brane with flux we switch on a boundary condensate along the A = 5, 6

Neumann directions. Using the fermionic gluing matrix

M = Llexp
U-Y6

2
' (3.98)
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and employing the gluing conditions (3.64) and (3.66) as before, the condition (3.63)
uniquely determines the bosonic gluing conditions along the I = 1,..., 4 directions.

One obtains6

d+X1 + Ô-X1 -im cos-X1) \\(4:, 2), F~f 9)) = 0 (r = 0) (3.99)

which in terms of modes reads

-/
1 — cos | 7

ao + ~; ; ëao

1 + cos £

||(4,2),^J,0» = O (3.100)

and

u„ — m cos

a

ujn + m cos

2 »5?J, ||(4,2),^J,0»=O. (3.101)

The gluing conditions (3.101) are in direct analogy to the (4,0) case discussed in

[117, 51].

The boundary condensate T interpolates smoothly between the (4,2) and the (4,0)
brane. It is worth noting that under the 9 — tt limit not only TAB, but also T_1

tends to zero to exactly reproduce the class I setting of [23, 117].

3.6 Boundary states and cylinder diagrams

In this section we formulate the (2, 0)-brane boundary state in the presence of trans¬

verse fluxes. As an application, cylinder diagrams are determined as appropriate

boundary state overlaps. This prepares the ground for the comparison with open

string results from section 3.8 and generalises the findings of [19, 51].

3.6.1 The (2,0) - brane boundary state

From the gluing conditions presented in section 3.4 and the (anti-) commutation

relations as summarised in section 3.1.1, one can immediately write down the bound¬

ary state of the (2, 0) - brane in the presence of a nontrivial boundary condensate.

For a brane placed at y = 0 in transverse space we have (compare for example with

[23, 51, 119])

(2,0),0,r?,P+))=ATö(2'0)exp
°°

/ 1 NIJ \
V —al_käl_k + -J^aI_kàJ_k - vgKfSa_kSb_k
^ \UJk uk J

exp

l + 'qM

1 -TjM
Wl

ab

1 -7]M

1 +TjM
Ä

ab

e2aÔaÔ-2aOao|0).

(3.102)

6We present a more detailed derivation of this result in the context of open strings in section

3.7.
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The ground state |0) is given by the usual Fock space vacuum corresponding to the

fixed lightcone momentum P+. It is in particular annihilated by the fermionic zero

modes Ol and Or as defined in section 3.1.1. The normalisation factor Afg ' is still

to be identified by a comparison with the open string one-loop calculation to be

carried out in section 3.8.

Cylinder Diagrams

As described in the context of plane wave physics in [19, 51], cylinder diagrams are

given in terms of boundary states by overlaps of the following type

Afi,rl,o={{(2,0),0,rj,-P+,e\\e'
-2irtHP-*

\\(2,0),0,r],P+,9)). (3.103)

Keeping in mind the different momenta P+ for the in- and out-going boundary

states, the overlap (3.103) can be evaluated by standard algebraic methods. One

obtains for the brane / brane case rj = rj

A,v,o = (a/;(2'0))* Afe{ (3.104)

and for the brane / anti-brane combination with r\ = —r\

A

Af,(2,0) Afl<2,0) M,
*

{g\ ;M))

r],—ri,i (3.105)
(2sinh[m7rsinf])4 (f[m\q)Y

The function fi(q) from [19] is provided in the appendix C in equation (C.l).
Furthermore,g2(q,9)is

t]

[51] (compare with (CIO)):

Furthermore,g2(q,9)is

the following deformation of the function g2 (q) from

-.M
9r(q,e)

= 2sinh rriTT sm
-2A„

\

sm
2 e

qn 1
sm

2 e

n !+«"
co,n m cos

(1-cosf)2
*

J \~
'

(1 + cosf)2

m cos

n=\
UJr, m cos

l + qu

2'

UJ„ m cos

(3.106)

= 2 sinh rriTT sm
-2Ar, n

n& \
1 + qWn

ujn — m cos

ujn + m cos
:

1 + qWn -

ujn + m cos

ujn — m cos

(3.107)

The zero mode contributions in (3.106) might alternatively be written as

-2AT
4 sinh [rmr sin |]

sm

sin2 - + cos2 -qm 1 ( cos2 - + sin2 -qm ), (3.108)
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which will be used below to determine the 0 limit.

Using the open-string result (3.161) to be derived later on, the boundary state

normalisation factor Mq ' is given up to a phase by

A/;(2'0) = 2 sinh rriTT sm (3.109)

This again reproduces the (2,0) result of [19], but vanishes in the instanton limit.

As the fermionic part of the boundary state (3.102) diverges in this limit, this is,

however, not surprising. Altogether it yields a smooth behaviour of the different

overlaps in both limiting cases.

The behaviour under modular transformations of the ^-dependent function (3.107)
will be discussed in the appendix C. It is straightforward to see that (3.107) connects

the functions f2 (q) and g2 (q) from [19, 51] via

\iTng(2m)(q,
u—»U

9{2m\0)

lim g^(q, 0) = 2 sinh [rmr] (f{2m)(q)) .

(3.110)

(3.111)

With this, (3.104) and (3.105) reproduce the (closed string) results of [19, 51].
Further details are provided in the appendix C.

3.6.2 The (4, 2) - (0, 2) - overlap

As an example of an overlap containing the (4,2) boundary state with nonzero fluxes

jzAB ^ 5 = 5,6) and T_1 (I = 1... 4) we consider here the cylinder diagram with

a (0, 2) - (anti-) brane. Both branes are assumed to have the same transverse gauge

field strength TAB on their worldvolumes:

Br,,e = (((t),2),Q,V,-P+,0\\e-2*mp+\\(A,2),Q,P+,0,T-1)). (3.112)

For the overlap with the (0,2) - brane (77 = 1) we deduce

/

B(n=l)fi = <2)^

and for the antibrane (rj = — 1)

2) n~i(i-^)
\

ELti 1
u>n—mcos

cü„ -\-m cos
\(tr'

(3.113)

B^-d.0 = A/f2)A/-J4'2)

/rr°° (\ 1
u"+mcos2ncon\\

lln=l \L
+ u,n-mcoslq )

\
nr=i(i-rt

(3.114)

/

In both cases, the zero-mode contributions as for example from the bosons (/
1,..,4)

l+1~COS2qTOl (3.115)
1 + cos
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cancel out with the corresponding fermionic terms.

Besides the product representation of the /{—function from [19], the special func¬

tions in (3.113) and (3.114) are essentially given by the different halves of g2 from

(3.107) which themselves have a good behaviour under modular transformations.

A comparable result was found in [51] for the (4,0) — (2,0) overlap without gauge

field excitations.

3.7 The open string description

In this section we consider the previously introduced branes from an open string

point of view. First, we study the open string (dynamical) supersymmetries in

general and reproduce the conditions (3.80) and (3.81) from the boundary state

approach. Thereafter, we present a detailed treatment of open strings ending on

(2,0) branes with T ^ 0 in section 3.8. Finally, we supply strong evidence for

the consistency of the open and closed string results by establishing the 'Cardy
condition' as explained in the last section.

Using the results reviewed in section 3.1.1, the open string theory in the plane wave

background is still described by the equations of motion (3.8) and (3.9) with the

new mass parameter m as introduced in section 3.2.

As described in section 3.3, the bosonic boundary conditions for the case of a non-

vanishing boundary condensate T1J are given by

daXl + TlJdTXJ = 0; a = 0,vr (3.116)

for the Neumann and

Xl = yl a = 0,tt (3.117)

for the Dirichlet directions. For the fermions we furthermore have

S(r,a = 0) = MS(r,a = 0), S(r,a = vr) = ï]MS(t, a = tt). (3.118)

As before, the parameter r\ = ±1 distinguishes between the case of a brane / brane

or a brane / antibrane pair.

3.7.1 Open string supersymmetries

As explained in section 3.1.1, the dynamical supersymmetries in the closed string
sector can be derived from the conserved currents (3.36) and (3.37) and are calcu¬

lated by expressions as

V2P+Qà = —f da(d-XsYS-mXsYtts)
. (3.119)

2tt J0 V / à

Using the same formulae in the open sector leads to time-dependent expressions.

Possibly conserved supersymmetries with cancelling time dependencies are given by
suitable linear combinations

QoPen = Q~KQ (3.120)
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as already explained in chapter 2.

From the definition of (3.120) in terms of (3.36) and (3.37) it follows that the open

string supercharges (3.120) are time independent in case of a vanishing boundary
term7

d_xsYS + mxvns K -d+xsYS + mxvns
<j=0

(3.121)

Separating (3.121) into contributions from Neumann and Dirichlet directions, we

obtain with (3.57) and (3.118)

<j=0

0 = d-X1 WM - njikY) S + fhX1 (77n - kY^-m) S

from the Neumann and

o = d_xl U%m - ky) s + fhxl (yn - ky^m\ s

from the Dirichlet directions. These conditions require in particular

YNIJ = KYJM; Y = KtY^MFIt; YM - KY = 0

and a comparison with (3.80) and (3.81) reveals

K = M = Mt.

a=0
(3.122)

(3.123)

(3.124)

(3.125)

As long as IIMIIM ^ 1 (that is, for non - class II branes), we furthermore have to

set yl = 0, that is, to place the branes to the origin of transverse space.

For a (2,0) brane with T ^ 0 the previous considerations lead to the gluing matrix

M = M* = exp -J
12

(3.126)

In the conventions of [41, 116] this actually corresponds in the limit of a vanishing

boundary condensate to the anti-(2, 0) brane, as

M -7
12

(3.127)

for 0 — it. But this is simply the usual sign ambiguity in between the open - and

closed string picture quantities and we will still refer to (3.126) as the (2,0) brane's

gluing matrix.

The conserved supercharges corresponding to the choice (3.126) again interpolate
between the instanton and the (2,0) supercharges appearing respectively in [51] and

[41, 117]. The limits are the combinations Q(o,o) = Q — Q f°r the instanton and

Q(2,o) = Q + ll2Q for the (2, 0) - brane.

7As explained in chapter 2, this is a sufficient, but not necessary condition. See also the next

chapter 4 for a further discussion.
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The (4, 2) brane with T'1 ^ 0

For the open string description of the (4, 2) brane with boundary condensates we

have the following boundary conditions at a = 0,tt:

d+Xl + d_Xl == 0; Xz = 0; i = 7,8 (3.128)

d+XA + NABd-XB == 0; A, B = 5, 6 (3.129)

d+X1 - d.X1 + afhX1 == 0; 1=1,.. A (3.130)

S == MS. (3.131)

From (3.121) we obtain with K = M the same conditions as previously derived in

(3.80) and (3.81) for the Dirichlet (i = 7, 8) and the Neumann (A = 5, 6) directions.

These conditions are solved by the matrix

M = il exp \1
,56

(3.132)

which also reproduces the correct gluing conditions for the (4, 2) brane in the 0 — it

limit.

For the remaining / = 1,... 4 directions the requirement for eight conserved dy¬
namical supersymmetries becomes

0 = d.X1 (YM + MY) S + mXlM (M*77n - 7JnM - aY)
a=0

(3.133)

With (3.132) the last condition is obeyed in case of a = 2m cos |. This determines

the strength of the T_1 components as functions of the 'transverse' field-strength
TAB.

3.8 The open string description of the (2, 0)-brane

In this section we present a detailed treatment of the open string theory for the

(2,0) brane with nontrivial boundary condensate. In a first step, we derive the

relevant bosonic and fermionic mode expansions and determine the corresponding

lightcone gauge Hamiltonian. After a brief summary of the results from the canoni¬

cal quantisation carried out in the appendix D, we finally calculate some open string

partition functions and relate them to closed string boundary state overlaps from

section 3.6. It is worth mentioning that the analogous case of a (4,2) brane with

flux discussed already in the closed string sector could be dealt with by essentially
the same methods.

3.8.1 Bosons

Using the most general solution to the bosonic equations of motion (3.11), the mode

expansion along the Dirichlet directions for strings ending on branes at the origin
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of transverse space becomes

p
—

^ni

Xl(r,a) = —2 } a1 sin(na); u)n = sgn(n)Yn2 + in2, (3-134)
LOri

raZ\{0}
n

compare for example with [41, 19]. For the more interesting case of Neumann

directions we obtain

XI(a,r) = e-tfhsiniT exp iJm cos -a

1.3

aJ + etmsin2rexp -iJm cos -a

1.3

,U

raZ\{0}

\aiema + aie-ma]
U)n

(3.135)

with

J =

0 1

-1 0

T

a,r
T

-OLr. T
0 /

-/ o

cos

f = —^. (3.136)
sm

The last equation follows by comparing (3.58) with (3.90), yielding in particular

1 /-(l-/2) 2/

"(I-/2)
N (3.137)

1 + !2 V "2/

The first two terms in (3.135) are the substitutes for the otherwise absent zero

modes in case of nontrivial boundary condensates. They correspond to modes n for

which the matrix JT± ^- appearing in (3.136) is degenerate, that is, for modes with

2 n

0 = det [T±
n

f +
n

^ n = ±im cos (3.138)
LOnJ

"

\^nj 2

The bosonic mode expansion (3.135) was first written down in [38] in conventions

more closely resembling the usual flat space description, compare for example with

[37]. Their modings, however, display a singular behaviour in the 0^0 limit.

The two extra 'special' terms in (3.135) fulfil the boundary condition (3.56) for

all a and not only on the boundary. In the limits 0 — tt, 0 these terms tend to

(redefinitions of) the usual 'zero'-modes of the (2, 0)-brane or the instanton.

3.8.2 Fermions

In this section we determine the fermionic mode expansions using the general so¬

lutions (3.12), (3.13) for the equations of motion (3.9). We enforce the boundary

conditions (3.118) with the gluing matrix M = exp [— §712].

For a nontrivial M with 0 G (0,7r) the boundary conditions (3.118) lead for both

choices 77 = ±1 to vanishing 'zero'-modes S = T = S = T = 0. The conditions for

the nonzero modes read

(3.139)

~2mnSn. (3.140)

m

1

11 + r)—(un - n

m

1+—(tün-n)MU ) Sn = [M-—(ujn-n)U)S,
m

)Mu) Sn = [r]M
m
-(un - n)II e
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The brane - brane configuration: rj = 1

Using (3.139) and (3.140), the mode expansions for strings stretching between a

brane - brane pair are determined to be

S (r, a) = exp

i-n

+msin -T7
12

Sne
m cos o<J

exp msin -T'y
12

MS0e
mcos o<7

raZ\{0}

Sne-^"T-na) + —(un- n)n5„e-t(w"T+w)
m

and

S (r, <j) = exp

i-n

+msin -T7
12 M*S0e"

exp -msm-T7
12

Sne"
mcos o<7

raZ\{0}

Sne-l^T+na) -—(un- n)nSrae-t(^r-ra<j)

We furthermore have

(3.141)

(3.142)

ujn = sgn(n)Yn2 + m2, cn =

and the operator identifications

m

=
,
-2 sin -712

v/2cjra(cjra -n) 2
M-Ml (3.143)

^1 + ^(wra - n)Mn"
'-'to /,—„ \ '-'to-

M-4(Wra-n)n
(3.144)

As in the bosonic case, the first two terms in each expansion correspond to modes

with n = ±imcos | for which some matrices in (3.139) and (3.140) are degenerate.
These special 'zero'-modes again fulfil the fermionic boundary conditions for all

a G [0,7r] and not only on the boundaries.

The brane - antibrane configuration: rj =
— 1

In distinction to the situation described beforehand, there are no extra 'special'-zero
mode contributions in the case of an open string joining a brane - antibrane -pair
with the same gauge condensates T. This follows immediately by combining (3.139)
and (3.140) to

n — im cos -II ) S„ n im cos -Il e
-2mn

bn (3.145)
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yielding Sra=±t~cos |
= 0.

From (3.139) the identification between the nonzero - modes Sn and Sn is still given

by (3.144). To simultaneously fulfil the second condition (3.140), the modings n

have to obey

nePj
n im cos

2mn.

n im cos

n^O

for the S+ = -^^Sn modes and

nePa :

n — im cos

n + im cos

2mn

; n^O

(3.146)

(3.147)

for the S„
i-n

Sn modes. This is in direct analogy to the (0, 0) — (0, 0) configu¬
ration described in [51]. Both equations have infinitely many solutions on the real

axis and for small m all of them are close to the flat space case of half integer -

numbers. From to cos | > ^ on, however, two solutions of Pq become imaginary.
This might be interpreted in analogy to the additional 'zero-modes' for a string

stretching between two branes of the same kind with nonzero flux.

3.8.3 The lightcone gauge Hamiltonian

The light-cone gauge Hamiltonian is obtained by the integral

da (SS + SS) , (3.148)X+-Hopen = - F da [X2 + X" + m'X' ) +
2tt 4

/2
, ~2v^

%

/0 x ' ^ JO x

compare with [94, 95]. By using the conventions of Landau-Ginzburg models a

derivation of the corresponding currents is presented in the appendix A.

With the mode expansions (3.134), (3.135) and (3.141), (3.142) we obtain from

(3.148)

x-

2tt

Tropen
m

2 cos

sinh

+ i-
S1I1;

COS

sinh

rriTT cos

rriTT cos

2

1 + 11
12 c ^mcos |

ae-**mJcos -2a\ + ate,mJco65a

Q
i-n

12„ _

So—-—7 ^oe

'o- -lvlSoeJ'
71 ) + ^ S {a-naIn + a-nan + WraS_raSra)

(3.149)
ra/O

for open strings stretching between a brane - brane configuration at transverse

position y = 0.

For the Hamiltonian in the brane - antibrane case the fermionic zero modes So are

absent and the fermionic nonzero modes have to fulfil either (3.146) or (3.147). In

this case there is furthermore a nontrivial normal ordering constant to be discussed

briefly below. Apart from possible zero mode contributions, normal ordering terms

are absent in the first case due to supersymmetry.
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3.8.4 Quantisation

The canonical quantisation proceeds in the usual way. By stressing that we have

T = F, B = 0, it is clear that the fermionic canonical conjugated momenta are

unaffected by the boundary condensates. Requiring therefore the equal time (anti-)
commutation relations (3.26) - (3.31), each to be evaluated for values 0 < a,~ä <

TT, one can derive the corresponding mode relations as explained in detail in the

appendix D.

To summarise the results, one obtains for the bosons

°4; aln\ = ^nàm+nà%1
j j -, t- t-IJ

an, am\ Lünom-|-rao

cosh (to7t cos |)
sinh(TO7TCOS |)

TTsmO

[a1 ,o)J] = 7rsin iJ

13

sinh [to7t cos |]
exp iJmTT cos

1.3

(3.150)

(3.151)

(3.152)

(3.153)

and for the fermions

{S0,S0| =

r oa ob \ _

rriTT cos

sinh [to7t cos |]

'
— 7TTOCOS 7, I TTTOCOSt,

ab

un-\-mu

(3.154)

(3.155)

For further details on the quantisation in the bosonic case and for a discussion of

the relation with noncommutative field theories, we refer to [38, 37].

3.8.5 Partition Functions

In this final part of our open string treatment we calculate partition functions for

strings stretching between (2, 0) branes with flux for the cases of brane - brane and

brane - antibrane pairs.
As discussed in [107, 19], these partition functions are given by

Z(t) = Trexp
x-

2tt
Hopent (3.156)

with a trace running over the open string Hilbert spaces as (implicitly) determined

in the last section.

For the brane - brane pair, the normal ordered contributions of the bosonic zero

modes in (3.149) are given by

TO sinh [TO7TCOS L.

cos

a' exp mmJ cos a + 27TTO sin (3.157)
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and are therefore leading to a factor

1

(2 sinh [m7rtsm|])
as contribution to (3 156)

Requiring the fermionic vacuum to be annihilated by the combinations

Ä = Sl+2l + iS20+2\ 1 = 0, ,3

the fermionic zero modes result m the factor

(3 158)

2 sinh mrrt sm

(3 159)

(3 160)

Together with the nonzero-mode contributions, calculated as for example discussed

m [51], one obtains the open string partition functions

2

Znne(t) = I 2 sinh mrrt sm

and

Zn -ne(t)

(m)
gr}(t,0)

(2 sinh [imrt sm |] )
'

ff\t)

(3 161)

(3 162)

Here, the first equation (3 161) describes the situation of a brane-brane pair and

the second equation (3 162) is obtained for a brane - antibrane configuration

The function f[(t) is taken from [19, 51] and can be found m equation (C 1)
Furthermore, we have set

gf] (t, 0) = 2 smh [tottÎ] q~*m s+^l~sm ^2yX

rVA2+m2' (3 163)
AGP+ \ePe

as ^-dependent generalisation of the function g^ from (C 14)

The offset Af^e is essentially determined by the normal ordering constant m the

light-cone gauge Hamiltonian (3 149) Its explicit form will be presented m the

appendix C where also the identity of (3 161) and (3 162) with the corresponding
closed string results will be established By this, the branes with boundary conden¬

sates pass this important consistency check

As m the closed string picture, the family of functions (3 163) reproduces the results

of [51] m the limits 0 — 0, tt

(3 164)

(3 165)

hm Yd (t, i

e^o
ft\t)

hm gf* (t,0) = 2 sinh [tott] ( /4(m) (q)

This is m particular also consistent with the modular transformation properties

discussed m [19, 51]



Chapter 4

Boundary fermions and the plane
wave

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we consider branes in the plane wave background (3.1) in the context

of boundary fermions as introduced in chapter 2. The boundary excitation give rise

to deformed boundary conditions in the bosonic and fermionic sectors, modifying
the previously used conditions (3.64), (3.65) and (3.69) from chapter 3.

In the classification reviewed in section 3.2, the resulting new supersymmetric

boundary configurations are of type (n,n). As a main result, the limiting case

of the spacetime filling (4, 4)-brane with only Neumann directions in the transverse

space is shown to be maximally spacetime supersymmetric.

The relation of plane wave physics to boundary fermionic fields is most easily de¬

rived in the context of Maldacena - Maoz backgrounds. As explained in section

1.1, the plane wave background is obtained in this setting as a Landau - Ginzburg
model with superpotential

4 4

W(z) = -imJ2(z3)2; W(z) = im^(Y)2. (4.1)
j=i j=i

The relation to the standard formulation using Green - Schwarz spinors will be dis¬

cussed in detail in the next section.

In addition to the information presented in the review section 3.2, we want to stress

that all the maximally supersymmetric branes in the plane wave background are

also integrable, that is, they preserve the integrable structure of the closed string

theory in the sense of [54]. As this spacetime gives rise to a free worldsheet the¬

ory, relatively little attention is usually payed to this point. However, the inclusion

of boundary fermions modifies this situation, as they generically give rise to an

interacting boundary field theory, which in most cases is also incompatible with

integrability. The requirement of conserved higher spin currents in the boundary

theory will lead to strong constraints on admissible boundary couplings. It is worth

49
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mentioning that the massive Ising model, appearing as the fermionic part of the

plane wave worldsheet theory on (3.1), has been intensively discussed in the lit¬

erature on integrable (boundary) models, see for example [54, 36] and references

therein.

Using the methods explained in 2, we are first of all aiming at integrable branes with

a preserved Af = 2 (worldsheet) supersymmetry structure. The bosonic boundary
conditions of these new branes are expressible as a standard coupling to a nonzero

longitudinal flux Jz+i. The fermionic bulk and boundary fields, on the other hand,
are initially determined by a coupled system of differential equations on the bound¬

ary. The on-shell elimination of the boundary fermions from this system leads to

an expression for the bulk field boundary conditions in terms of a linear differential

equation in the boundary parametrising coordinate r. As an interesting result, the

boundary fermions can finally be expressed as a function of the bulk fermionic fields

without including additional degrees of freedom. In the quantum theory the cor¬

responding expressions also correctly reproduce the required quantum mechanical

anticommutation relations for the boundary fields.

This chapter is organised as follows. In the starting section 4.2 we collect back¬

ground information on the plane wave theory formulated as a Landau-Ginzburg
model and derive the relation between the Af = (2,2) worldsheet supercharges and

the maximal spacetime supersymmetry from [25, 94, 95]. In section 4.3, we initiate

our study of boundary fermions in the context of plane wave physics and derive

the conditions for integrable and Af = 2 supersymmetric branes. The branes solv¬

ing these conditions are then studied in detail in section 4.4 by constructing and

quantising the corresponding open string theory along the lines of chapter 3. In the

subsequent section 4.5, we construct the corresponding boundary states and con¬

sider the conservation of spacetime supersymmetries beyond the Af = 2 subalgebra.
In the final section 4.6, the equivalence of the open and closed string constructions

is discussed by establishing the equality of certain open string partition functions

with corresponding closed string boundary state overlaps.

4.2 The plane wave as a Landau-Ginzburg model

In this section we collect some information about the worldsheet theory for strings
in the maximally supersymmetric plane wave background of [25] formulated as a

Af = (2, 2) supersymmetric Landau-Ginzburg model. In particular, we explain the

relation between the Landau-Ginzburg and Green-Schwarz fermions following the

layout of [88]. This especially leads to expressions for the Af = (2,2) supercharges
as linear combinations of spacetime supersymmetries from [25, 94, 95]. Our con¬

ventions regarding Landau-Ginzburg models are those summarised for example in

[62].

As already mentioned above, the plane wave theory from [25, 94, 95] is obtained

as a Landau-Ginzburg model with component Lagrangian (2.11) by choosing the
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superpotential to

4 4

W(z) = -imJ2(zz)2; W(z) = im^(Y)2. (4.2)
t=i j=i

This choice gives rise to the equations of motion

(d+d- +m2)zz = 0= (<9+<9_ + m2) Y (4.3)

for the bosons and

0 = d_Y+ + rnif- 0 = d_tp+ + mrY-

0 = d+Y- — mtf+ 0 = d+tf_ — mipJ+ (4.4)

for the fermions.

The relation between the fermions in (2.11) and the standard Green-Schwarz fields

S, S was pointed out in [88] and is given by

Sa = ^r«y + fff_TfYb (4-5)

Sa = Y+rfr]b+ 4?+rtv*b (4-6)

with a constant spinor r\ fulfilling

o = iV7; Yv = U iiri = -rn*- (4-7)

The (new) Majorana type requirement Ylr] = ~Y contains the real matrix

n = 7S27374 (4-8)

from [94, 95] and is consistent due to n2 = 1. It is chosen to determine an up to a

sign unique spinor rj and it correctly reproduces the equations of motion

d+S = mUS; <9_S = -mnS (4.9)

for the GS fields by starting from (4.4).

The identifications (4.5), (4.6) or the inverted expressions

#- =
-

2
"

«fe ?.=- -naV% <?6
~

0
ab (4.10)

*!>+ = *a-pt qb %-~

2
ab (4.11)

can be geometrically interpreted as follows [88]. The choice of a complex structure

in the definition of the Landau-Ginzburg Lagrangian (2.11) singles out a SU(4)
subgroup of the S0(8) in whose spinor representations the standard Green-Schwarz

spinors reside. Under this subgroup these representations decompose into

8_^4 + 4 (4.12)
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and the summands correspond to the spinor fields in (2.11) carrying a vector index.

As the superpotential (4.2) already breaks the SO(8)-background symmetry present

in flat space down to SO(4) x SO (4) x Z2, the complex structure used in the previous

argument actually picks out the diagonal SO(4) subgroup of this product group. For

this reduced symmetry group the fields îf±,îf± transform in the same representation,

explaining the seemingly strange index structure of the equations of motion (4.4).

Before discussing the Af = (2,2) worldsheet supersymmetry, we briefly establish the

existence of the spinor rj with the requirements (4.7). Using the standard properties
of the complex Dirac matrices T%, V1, the spinor r\ is determined to be

»/= ^1^4 (i - n)< (4.13)

with a constant real spinor ( = (* of appropriate norm. For example by employing
the explicit spinor representation presented in chapter 5 of [58], one can show that

the matrix rYr^IVrj (1 — II) is of real rank one, that is, r] is actually unique up to

a sign. Finally, by using

U = Yl2l2l4 = f[^-jf (4.14)
i=i

the condition Y = —n^7 becomes

Y = -^rW^rç = -^r^r^. (4.15)

The lowest weight su(4) state rj is therefore essentially related to the corresponding

highest weight state by complex conjugation.

4.2.1 M = (2,2) supersymmetry

In the following we derive relations between the Af = (2, 2) worldsheet supersymme¬

try and the spacetime supercharges from the Green-Schwarz formulation. This will

in particular also lead to an explicit confirmation of the related group theoretical

discussion in [51].

The supercurrents for the plane wave Landau-Ginzburg model with superpotential

(4.2) are obtained from (2.31) and (2.32) to

Gl = gnd±YY± ± m^TY Gl = =F&*ö±zV± + m%Y (4.16)

G°± = gt-td±zYl ± mzlYT g\ = TQttd±z\fl + mz\flT. (4.17)

They lead to the conserved charges

Q± = t^ f
*

da [g^d+zhfl ± m%Y) (4.18)

Q± = ^l^ da{g-%Yfbld^±mYTz^, (4.19)
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representing the Af = (2,2) worldsheet supersymmetry. By using the identifications

(4.5), (4.6) and

Yv = -iir+Am Yrn* = ijr+4rn* (4.20)

from (4.7), we deduce

Q+ = ^~ V7da^gt-3d+z1(ri*rS^+mzJ(riTJS)>j (4.21)

=
^- f daid+YYS + mYY^sY (4.22)

Comparing this with the expressions for the dynamical spacetime supercharges

(3.40), we obtain

-^ = V*Q = (V%Q*, (4-23)

by implicitly using the negative SO (8) chirahties of the spinors S,S. In a similar

way one expresses the remaining supersymmetries as linear combinations of the

spacetime charges to

Q+
YQ = -V^Q -%=

= YQ = -rß.Q (4.24)
YW VïY

Q+
vQ = -V*KQ

-%=
= -nQ = -rfin.Q. (4.25)

YW
^

Y^Y

To relate this result to the discussion presented in section 5 in [51], we only have

to note that the condition (4.7) requires r\ to be the bottom state discussed in [51]
whereas Y is the corresponding top-state as previously established at the end of

the last section.

4.3 Boundary fermions: Supersymmetry and in¬

tegrability

With this section we start to construct branes in the plane wave background un¬

der the inclusion of boundary fermionic fields. In a first step, we define a suitable

boundary Lagrangian and derive the corresponding boundary conditions for the

bulk fields and the equations of motion for the boundary fermions.

Using these data, we can thereafter calculate the determining equations for the

boundary fields under the requirement of conserved Af = 2 supersymmetry and

integrability in the boundary theory. Further information about the integrable
structure and calculational details omitted in this section can be found in the ap¬

pendix E.

For all our branes, two directions combined to a complex variable

zJ=xJ+ixJ+4 ] = !,.. A (4.26)
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are chosen to have the same type of boundary conditions. For later convenience we

furthermore define sets V_, Af- containing the Dirichlet and Neumann directions

ranging in r = 1,... ,
4 and correspondingly V+, A/+ with elements in r = 5,... ,

8.

4.3.1 Boundary conditions

By mildly extending the boundary Lagrangians defined in [54, 125, 99], see also

[33, 73], to include matrix valued boundary fields, we work subsequently with

£
boundary

= \*» (*"V-4 " e*Vj-) ~\^[a Or ^] + B(z, z)

tr [djF\z)A^ + d-3G](ï)A] U\ + etßipl
i

+
2

+
%- tr [d3G(z)Ai + d]F(z)A] (Y+ + e"*V-) , (4.27)

defined along the Neumann directions at the boundary a = tt. The square matrix

A = (ars) contains the boundary fermions and F, G are matrix valued functions of

the bosonic bulk fields evaluated on the boundary.

The boundary conditions along the Neumann directions following from the varia¬

tions of (2.11) and (4.27) are derived along the lines presented in chapter 2 to

daz3 = g" (djB + i tr [ckYFjA^ + ckYGjA] fA (4.28)

daY = g" (d3B +i tr [dtd3GA^+ dtd3FA] 0\) (4.29)

01 = -g" tr [dj-F^rf + djG^A] (4.30)

f_ = )-g>~3tT:[djGÄ + djFA] (4.31)

dTA = YF% + d3G0\. (4.32)

dTAi = YG% + djFOl- (4-33)

All equations are understood to be evaluated at a = tt. Furthermore, we have used

the convenient combinations

1
, „ „„ ,, -^ I

+ e-^_) f+= - (fi. + e*ïL)
= \{Y+- e~lßY-) f- = \ (?+ - e^_) (4.34)

for the bulk fermions. By setting

£<J=0 _ _rCF=TT /A oc\

boundary boundary v ' >

one obtains functionally the same boundary conditions at a = 0 as derived be¬

forehand for a = tt with, however, possibly different matrices F, G at the two

boundaries. Although the constraints on F and G to be derived below are also
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valid in the case of different boundary fields, we focus for simplicity on the case of

equal boundary conditions up to different choices for ß, corresponding to brane /
antibrane configurations.

Along the Dirichlet directions we use the standard boundary conditions as for ex¬

ample discussed in [63]. These are in particular independent of the previously
introduced boundary fermions and read explicitly

zl = Yo,a, ? = too (4-36)

0 = 0^; 0 = f+. (4.37)

All fields are again understood to be evaluated at a = 0,tt.

4.3.2 B - type supersymmetry

First of all, we are aiming at boundary configurations with two conserved B - type

supersymmetries. As pointed out in [54] in a different context, the open string
conservation of quantities deducing from local conserved currents amounts to the

time independence of (in our case) the following combinations

Q = Q+ + etßQ_ + EYr)-E0(r) (4.38)

Q] = Q+ + e-t/3Q_ + S,(r)-S0(r) (4.39)

with generically nonzero (local) contributions of boundary fields ECT(t) at a = tt

and (7 = 0. This might also be compared with the slightly extended discussion in

chapter 2.

By using the supercurrents (4.16) and (4.17) presented in section 4.2, the quantities

(4.38) and (4.39) are time independent in case of

0 = G\+elßGl

0 = Gl + eYG1
a=0

S.(r) (4.40)

Mr). (4.41)

Along the Dirichlet directions these conditions are trivially fulfilled with the bound¬

ary conditions (4.36) and (4.37) together with a vanishing field ECT in these direc¬

tions. In the case of Neumann directions with boundary conditions (4.28)-(4.33)
the situation is more interesting. For a single Neumann direction the solution to

(4.40) and (4.41) is discussed in detail in chapter 2 and that treatment extends im¬

mediately to the present case including matrix valued boundary fields. Suppressing
the calculational details, we obtain the conditions

B = ]- tr [GG] + FFf] + const (4.42)

W = ie~lß tr [FG} + const. (4.43)

The second equation (4.43) is understood to be valid along the Neumann directions,

only. For the local boundary field S^ we furthermore have

En(r) = -2grßlz3 + tr [(z3d3F - F) A + (z3d3G - G) A]] , (4.44)

compare for example with (2.46).
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4.3.3 Integrability

Although arbitrary boundary fields obeying (4.42) and (4.43) already give rise to

Af = 2 supersymmetrical settings, we are here interested in the more restricted

case of integrable boundary conditions, that is, branes which also respect the in¬

tegrable structure present in the bulk theory. As mentioned in the introduction,
all known maximally supersymmetric branes in the plane wave theory are actually
also integrable1. By the inclusion of boundary fields as in (4.27), this integrability
conservation is a priori no longer guaranteed and leads, if enforced, to further con¬

straints on admissible boundary conditions.

In this section we present the explicit expression of two higher spin bulk currents

and state the conditions for their conservation in the presence of boundaries. This

conservation gives strong evidence for the integrability of the boundary theory. To

further underpin the actual presence of such a structure one might use the explicit
mode expansions to be derived in the next section and compare them with the re¬

quirements derived in [54] for integrable boundary field theories. We will briefly
comment on this in the appendix E.

Local conserved higher spin currents for the massive Ising model were written down

in [127]. Here we will focus on combinations which, for a single Neumann direction,

appear as limiting cases of the first nontrivial higher spin currents in the Af = 2

sine-Gordon model as discussed in the appendix A. We defer a more detailed dis¬

cussion of this point to the appendix E where we also supply the infinite series of

conserved fluxes from [127].

In manifestly real form the currents of present interest are given by

T4 = 9lJ d2+Y d2+z* + l-d+^+d2+Y+~ ld2+^+d+Y+) (4.45)

im2—%
„ ,„

im2
<fe -m'd+z1 d+zl - —V>+ d+Y+ + -^dV<f+ xf\ (4.46)

and

52^q2„. ,
'al* q2 ,%

l
o2"

T4 =

gtYdizl diz1 +-d-Y-91Y-~ -zdiipi d-ipl J (4.47)

/
_ 7777 t 7777 t \

02 = &» ( -m2dJY d-zl - —Yj?_ d-Y- + ~Yd-~$- "f- ) • (4-48)

On-shell, they fulfil the conservation equation

<9_T4 = d+02; <9+T4 = dJ2. (4.49)

In the bulk theory both fluxes give rise to conserved spin 3 charges. The conservation

of a suitable combination of the previous operators in the presence of boundaries is

1This claim can be proven by employing the methods of [54] to be briefly mentioned in the

appendix E. For the (0, 0)-instanton as a particular (n, n)-brane this result will be established in

due course.
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discussed in the appendix. There the conditions for integrability are found to be

dtd3dkB = 0 didjd^B = 0

dtd3c\B = 0 didjdkB = 0 (4.50)

for the boundary potential and

0 = ti(dtd3GAi + dtd3FA)
0 = tr (didjG^A + didjF^A^) (4.51)

for the matrices F and G of the boundary Lagrangian (4.27).

Having presented the conditions for Af = 2 supersymmetry (4.42), (4.43) in the last

section and for integrability in (4.50) and (4.51), it is now straightforward to write

down the corresponding solutions. They are given by the linear functions

F = AY + C G = BY + D (4.52)

along the Neumann directions with

tr (AtB3) = -elßfhöt3; tr (AtD + BtC) = 0. (4.53)

The resulting boundary potential becomes up to an irrelevant constant

B(z, z) = ^tr [A,A] + B%B^j zlY + tr (AtC] + B%tf) zl + tr (cA\ + DB^j Y,

(4.54)

again extending only along the Neumann directions.

4.4 The open string with boundary fermions

In this section we present a detailed discussion of (n, n)-branes with n = 0,..., 4

from an open string point of view by enforcing Neumann boundary conditions as

introduced in the last section. With the equations of motion for the boundary
fermions we can eliminate these extra fields from the remaining boundary condi¬

tions. Although the resulting boundary conditions on the fermionic bulk fields differ

clearly from the standard settings, the corresponding solutions can be found and

quantised by standard methods as already used in chapter 3.

As stated in the introduction, the boundary fermions can be expressed in terms of

the bulk fields restricted to the boundary without including additional degrees of

freedom. We explain in detail how this solution reproduces the expected anticom-

mutators of the boundary fermions in the quantum theory. The section closes with

a derivation of the Af = 2 superalgebra of the boundary theory. These results will

be needed in the discussion of the open-closed duality in section 4.6.
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For the boundary fields appearing in the Neumann directions we work with a par¬

ticular solution of type (4.52) given by

F = diag(Aiz' + CY G = c\iag(Blzl + Dl) (4.55)

with no sum over hatted indices. The solution (4.55) allows us to treat the fields

along any complex direction z% separately and construct (n, n)-type branes for all n

in a single approach.
We consider only strings spanning between branes with the same type of boundary
fields and restrict the parameter ß appearing in (4.27) to the values 0 and tt. This

choice corresponds to ('pure') brane or antibrane settings. The more general situa¬

tion of ß G (0,7r) can be dealt with with the methods explained in chapter 3 in the

context of boundary magnetic fields in the plane wave background.

For future reference we present the equations of motion (4.3) and (4.4) by using real

coordinates. For the bosons we have2

0 = (d+d- + to2) Xs (4.56)

with s = 1,... 8. For the fermions

d-Y+ = -fhipt d+ipt = mxf\ (4.57)

d_Y+4 = +mifY4 <9+V>i+4 = -miflY4 (4.58)

with t = 1,... 4. The fermionic fields along the s = 5,... 8 directions are obtained

from those along the s = 1,..., 4 directions by interchanging to <- —to, reflecting
the different eigenvalues of the matrix n introduced in chapter 3.

The most general solutions to these equations of motion can be found in (3.11) and

(3.12), (3.13) by setting n — — 1 in the fermionic expansions.

4.4.1 Dirichlet directions

In this section we consider the bulk fields spanning along a Dirichlet direction with

boundary conditions

Xs(r,a = 0) = y°; Xs(r,a = Y=Vl (4-59)

and

0= (Y+ + pY-)(t,c- = 0,Y- (4.60)

As before, p = ±1 distinguishes between the brane / antibrane configurations. Our

discussion proceeds in this part along the lines of the (0, 0)—instanton construction

2As already explained in chapter 3, the mass parameter m takes on different values in the open

and closed string channels. The same effect is observed for the parameters 6, k of the boundary

potential to be introduced in the next section. A more detailed discussion on this point is presented
in section 4.5.3.
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from [51], but differs mildly in the fermionic sector due to our choice of LG-fermions,

compare with section 4.2.

From (3.11) the boundary conditions (4.59) and (4.60) lead to the bosonic mode

expansion

w \ s i /- \ K —

xo cosh(m7r)
. n

._ ,

X (t, a) = Xn cosh(mcr) +
—

, ,~ \ smh(mcr)
smh(TO7r)

V2 J2 —e-tuJnTasnsin(na) (4.61)
raZ\{0}

n

with ujn = sgn(n)Yn2 + to2, compare for example with [51].

For the fermions spanning between a brane-brane configuration we deduce for t G

V_

YYr,a) = -Ye~fha+ J] cn fee-^r+rKj) - i^^Yn^"'"^) (4-62)
raZ\{0}

^ '

tftYr,a) = tfte-ma + J] cn ( ^e"^) + i^-^^e-t(w"T+na) ) (4.63)
raZ\{0}

with the identifications

< = "::-^:::e (4-64)
CJra

As explained before, the solutions along the directions t G V+ are obtained from

(4.62) and (4.63) by using to — —to.

The fermionic fields spanning between a brane / antibrane combination have the

same structure as presented in (4.62) and (4.63). In this case, however, the zero

modes xfl are absent and the nonzero modings have to fulfil either

2-Ktn
^ ITfl

2Trm
^ ' ITfl

. .

ezmn = — or eJmn = —; n^O, (4.65)
n + im n — im

depending on whether t G T>- or t G V+. This is analogous to the findings for the

(0,0) instanton in [51] and the related results in chapter 3.

Quantisation

By requiring the standard canonical commutators as summarised in the appendix

D, we obtain the commutation relations for the modes introduced in the last section

to

[alm,Y\ = umôtJom+n (4.66)

{rm,rj = SrsSm+n
^

_

(4.67)

{Y,Y} =

,
2?m! -<*"= .Tf <T'. (4.68)

Lr r J
l_e-27rm smh(7TTO)

^ '

The anticommutators are written down for parameters r, s ranging in D_. Some

details of the derivations can be found in the appendix D.
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4.4.2 Neumann directions

In this part we consider the mode expansions for the new Neumann type boundary
conditions as introduced above. We work with the boundary fields presented in

equation (4.55), whose parameters fulfil

AlBl = -efm; AlDl + ClBl = 0 (4.69)

to obey (4.43). This ensures in particular the conservation of a Af = 2 supersym¬

metry structure. As before, there is no sum over hatted indices. With (4.55), the

boundary potential B from (4.42) takes on the structure

B(z, z) = J2 ft**^ +^ + ^z%) + const (47°)

by using the convenient combinations

V=V=V-4 = ^l+/*1 (4.71)

~ ClAl + DlBl ~ ClAl + DlBl
,Af7.kl =

-2 ; k% =
. (4.72)

With (4.69) we furthermore have

A1A1 = bl± ^(b1)2 - to2; kl = ±Z^J(bl)2-m2 (4.73)

for

0 <m<bl and i G Af-. (4.74)

In this section we assume throughout to < b% and comment on the limiting cases

b% = to and their relation in the bosonic sector to previously known branes later on

in section 4.5.4.

From (4.28)-(4.31) the boundary conditions for the bosons at a = 0,tt become

dvX1 =VX1+V (4.75)

with I E Af
.
For the fermionic boundary conditions we use the boundary equations

of motion (4.32) and (4.33) to eliminate the boundary fermions from (4.30) and

(4.31). We derive

dT (^ - fnpL) = (V -pm)(tfl + ptf^ (4.76)

dT (Y++4 - pY-+4) = & + pm) (Vi+4 + P^_+4) (4-77)

for the fermionic bulk fields with a = 0,tt and / G Af-. Both cases are formulated

in a real basis and the parameter p distinguishes as before between the brane /
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antibrane boundary conditions.

Using the general solution (3.11) together with the boundary conditions (4.75), the

bosonic mode expansions along the Neumann directions are found to be

X\t, a) = N1 cosh(mcr) + N1 sinh(ma)

I pîçY(bI~)2-"i2r YI(J + o^e-v(''I~)2-"i2r ebI(J

+ -^= J2 — {ane-<ÜJnT-na)+ane-l{uJnT+mT)) (4.78)
V

raZ\{0}
L°n

with

~t n + ib1 t
, À „

.

Yn = ^Yn (4.79)
n — ib1

and

mir

j
b1 cosh ^ — to sinh

0 -~T ,

N =

—z ^ Yr~k (4-80)
(to2 — (b1)2) cosh

"1"r
mir

mir

-r
m,cosh ^Y — b1 sinh :

0 ~T

N1 = — Y-, ^k1. (4.81)
(to2 — (b1)2) cosh

"1"r
mir

The special modes P1, Q1 with a time dependence proportional to e^v ^ -* _m r
are

of the same type as those appearing in chapter 3 in the treatment of open strings
in the plane wave background under the inclusion of a nontrivial J71J-field. They

play a crucial rôle in the quantisation to be discussed in the next section.

For the fermions spanning between a brane / brane pair with p = 1 we obtain from

(3.12), (3.13) and the boundary conditions (4.76) the solutions

_„ _„
,

(Y)2
- to2 +V

YY,a) = -Ye~ + e-VW2-^V<y + ^W-Mt^* V ^ *

^

^_~/

TO

+ J] cra fe-^r+ra<J) - ^^—^Vne"^"r"ra<j)) (4.82)
raZ\{0}

^ '

Y(r,a) = Ye~ma + eVffl)2-^^ + e-y/{V)^-mr^a V
^ ~ m" + ^J

TO

+ J] cra C^e-t(WnT-n<7) + z^^Äe-^+^A (4.83)
raZ\{0}

^ '

with

rr ujn n + ibY
t ,. . -,

^ = ^ ~^n 4.84

n + imn-lhi"n

and / G Af-. The modes x7 and Y correspond to the bosonic operators P1,Q1,
compare for example with [90]. As described there, the terms in (4.82) and (4.83)
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containing these special modes fulfil the conditions (4.76), (4.77) for all a and not

only on the boundary.

The remaining fermionic solutions along the / G A/+ directions are again deduced

by sending to — —to in (4.82) and (4.83). In particular, one obtains the mode

identifications for the nonzero modes in this case to

r/+4 ^n n + ib1 ;+4
V>r

= -^r-^^-YT- (4-85)
n-imn-ibi

As for the Dirichlet directions, the mode expansion for strings stretching between a

brane / antibrane pair follows from (4.82) and (4.83) by dropping the zero modes

tf1, but retaining the special modes Y and X1 Furthermore, the moding for the

nonzero modes again has to fulfil either

9-7T?<n
^ ITfl

Oivvn
^

'
ITfl

. .

e2irm = _ or e2irm = _^ (4.86)
n + im n — im

depending on whether / G A/1 or / G A/+.

Quantisation

The standard canonical conditions (D.1)-(D.6) lead in the Neumann case to the

following commutators. For the bosons we obtain

v/(6/)2 _ m2
1 - e2-b

[aYai] = umöIJöm+n (4.88)

and for the fermions

{^L¥n} = SIJ5m+n
^

(4.89)

r,r ,7-1
2TTTfl5IJ ffl — b1

.

„

l^^J} =

-X e-2irm~-hî (4-90)
i- — e m + b1

1 — e/7r0 b1 + to

The fermionic relations are formulated for I,Je Af-, only. Some details of the

derivations are presented in the appendix D.

4.4.3 Boundary fermions

In the last section the boundary fermionic fields were eliminated from the remaining

boundary conditions by using their equations of motion. In this section we recon¬

sider this situation and present the explicit solution for the boundary fermions as a

suitable combinations of fermionic bulk fields evaluated on the boundary.
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For our choice of diagonal matrices F, Q all non-diagonal elements of A, A^ in (4.27)
decouple from the remaining fields and we can therefore concentrate on the diagonal

components. For these elements we have to solve the equations of motion (4.32)
and (4.33) by using (4.55). For notational simplicity we write down only expressions

for fermions corresponding to the z1 direction and suppress further, for this case

irrelevant, indices.

Using (4.76) and (4.77) in the equations of motion (4.32) and (4.33), we obtain the

boundary fermions to

a(t) = a0 + -4M- (Y+ - 4,1) - i-t^- (^ - tf_) (4.92)
2(b — to) 2(o + to)

ä(t) =äo + -d±^- « - It) + *-4^7 W "« (4-93)
2(o — to) 2(o + to)

with constant fermions ao,ä0. Using so far only the differentiated boundary condi¬

tions (4.76) and (4.77), we have to test whether there are additional constraints on

these extra fermions. From the (undifferentiated) conditions (4.30) and (4.31) we

deduce

0 = Ba0 + Aa0. (4.94)

This amounts to a0 =jïo = 0 by using the explicit expressions for A and B from

(4.69) and (4.73) with b > fh. For our solution (4.55) all boundary fermions in (4.27)
therefore either decouple from the remaining fields or are expressible in terms of bulk

functions restricted to the boundary.

For consistency of the last result, the fermionic anticommutation relations for the

bulk fields derived in section 4.4.2 should reproduce the expected anticommutators

for the boundary fermionic fields a(t) and a(t). To determine these relations we

have to evaluate expressions like

(*) = {tf\(r,a) - Y-(r,Y^\(r,ä) - tfl(r,ä)} (4.95)

on the boundaries. This is, different to the bulk, relatively subtle due to potential

divergences. Using the anticommutators (4.90) and (4.91), we obtain

=

87TTO _-\c-m{a+a)
_

8l^ ~\Cb{a^
1 - e-2 fh + b 1 - e2-b m + b

+2V (em^ -

n + ^n-te^+A
. (4.96)

nY'oK n-imn + lh J

After setting one of the arguments a,~ä equal to the boundary values 0 or tt, we

obtain for the infinite sum

Ai(b — to) y^ ~ ~ = —4i(6 — to) é dz
2mz

_

~ .

,,0 (n — im)(n + ib) Jc 1 — e
mz

(z — im)(z + ib)

(4.97)
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Here, C is a contour running infinitesimally above and below the real axis, compare

with [51]. By closing the contours the residues cancel out with the first terms in (*)
and we finally obtain

{V;(r,a)-Vi(r,a),V;(r,ä)-Vi(r,ä)}=±47r(6-TO) (4.98)

(V'+(r,a)-V!(r,a),V+(r,ä)-V"(r,ä)} = ±47r(6 + TO) (4.99)

at a = <7 = 0 and a = ä = tt, respectively. With (4.92) and (4.93) this leads to the

anticommutators

{a(t),a(t)} = 0 (4.100)

{ä(t),ä(t)} = 0 (4.101)

{a(t),ä(t)} = ±Att, (4.102)

which are the required results. The signs originate in different overall signs appear¬

ing in the boundary Lagrangian (4.27) at the two boundaries.

4.4.4 The Af = 2 superalgebra

In this final section of our open string treatment we determine the Hamiltonians of

the previously discussed configurations and for the brane / brane situation also the

resulting Af = 2 supercharges. The expressions for the Hamiltonians are particu¬

larly needed in section 4.6.

The conserved supercharges are calculated from the equations (4.38) and (4.39)
established in section 4.3.2. The Hamiltonians follow from the (closed string) con¬

served currents

%-i)\ d+ *f+)
00=

g33
( -m2z3z3 - %-Y\)\

., _,_
-Y> » j, \ ä„ - r,

_

I _^2-j^j
_

YY

which fulfil on-shell

T2 = g33[d+Yd+z3 + -Y+d+^+j
0o=

g33{-m2Yz3--Y+d-Y+)
(4-103)

T2 = g3-3 ( d-z3d-z3 + -Y- d- ip-\ 00
=

g33
I -mY3z3 - -ffl d+ Y- ) (4-104)

d-T2 = d+00; d+T2 = d-00. (4.105)

Dirichlet directions

Using the currents (4.103) and (4.104), the open string Hamiltonian along the

Dirichlet directions for a brane / brane configuration becomes with the mode ex¬

pansions (4.61)-(4.63) in the overall normalisation explained in detail in [51]

f^°pen =

9
Z~

\
T. (œsh(TOvr) (aftrg + sX)- 2 xa0xaY

2tt 2smh(TO7r)
-^—'

v '
aev

+2tt J2 (a-n< + ^-„C) • (4-106)
n>0

aeT)
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The summation index a is understood to range over all Dirichlet directions.

The Hamiltonian for the brane / antibrane configuration has the same structure

with a fermionic nonzero moding as given in (4.65). In this case there is also an

overall normal ordering constant which will be implicitly determined in section 4.6.

The contribution to the overall Af = 2 supercharges for a brane / brane configuration
with p = 1 becomes

q = 2 y, ((r-ir
aeV-

+2ttV2 Y cr

-4) (xa0 + ixY4) - (e~mnY - iemnY+4) « + <+4))

aeT)_

TO

! ^n~n\JA ,/1 ,

^n-nx
ja+i

tä-ill + i
TO

, l Ci
m I vUj

m I

(4.107)

with the corresponding complex conjugated expression for Qt.

Neumann directions

Along the Neumann directions the currents (4.103) and (4.104) require the inclusion

of boundary currents in the open string sector as discussed in section 4.3.2 for the

supercharges and in the appendix E for the higher spin currents of the integrable
structure. In the present case, the local boundary field is of the form

-(i)
EY

= 2 lB(z,z) + ig,-, [0_03+-0,
V M a3 tf (4.108)

and the suitable normalised Hamiltonian becomes for open strings stretching be¬

tween a brane / brane pair

x-

2tt
Hopen = H0 + Y

ieM-

(e27Tb - 1)

2 ~JbI)2 (e2-1 l)Q^
3

(ftfX2 2\ 2
•

+ 27r Yl {a-nan + UnY-ntpn)
n>0

1 (Ö J TO 1 / /
_

V

Tf„2

J
V (b1)2 - to2 -

0JTO2 \

! y\ ( xV
! X/+4X/+4^j

/ \b3 — to b1 + to /

(4.109)

with

ieM

2H0 = Y [(mcosh(TOTr) - b1 sinh(TOTr)) sinh(m7r) (^N1 + N1N1

-2 ( TOsinh(m7r) — 67cosh(TO7r) j smh.(m7r)NINI

-2k1 f^7(cosh(TO7r) - 1) + JVJ sinh(mTr) (4.110)
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as contribution from the bosonic zero modes. By using (4.80) and (4.81), this

simplifies to

_ ^-^
tanh

H0 = m } -^

mir

2 UU-k'k1. (4-111)
IeM (b1)2 - m2

The Hamiltonian (4.109) is already presented in its normal ordered form by implic¬

itly defining P1 and Y as annihilation operators for the special zero-modes. With

these choices the corresponding normal ordering constants cancel.

The Hamiltonian for open strings between a brane / antibrane pair also has the

form (4.109). In that case, however, the fermionic moding has to fulfil (4.65) and

there also appears a nonzero normal ordering constant. It solely originates from the

nonzero modes and takes on the same value as in the previously discussed Dirichlet

case.

The contribution to the supercharge in the case of strings between two branes with

p = 0 is finally obtained to be

~

-,mir i

ieM-

2 k1 + ikI+
b1

1
,/ -e

Tfl b1
Y

/+4

TO

-,2-irb1

Tab1
(b1)2 — tu2 ( y b1 + m + y b1 — to

V b1 + fhY + iyb1 - mx/+4 J (P1 + iPI+4)

Q2W _ 1

Tab1
(b1)2 — m? yV + Tfi+yb1 — Tri

x y b1 + mx1 + ty b1 - mxI+i (Q1 + iQI+i)

-2ttV2 Y
76A^_

1-i-
.ujn — n

TO

Yn-i(l + i
.Un — n

TO
t
/+4

with the corresponding complex conjugated expression for Ql.

(4.112)

la
J+4\

The superalgebra

Adding up the appropriate contributions from (4.107) and (4.112) corresponding
to the particular (n,n)-brane under consideration, one obtains the supercharges

representing the conserved Af = 2 supersymmetry.
The relevant anticommutators are found to be

{Q,Q^} = (8X+) Hopen

{Q,Q} = 8TrmJ2
t£T>-

(4.113)

(4.114)
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which completes our discussion of the open string superalgebra.

4.5 Boundary states and spacetime supersymme¬

try

In this section we study the branes introduced in sections 4.3 and 4.4 from a closed

string perspective by formulating them in terms of boundary states. This will on

the one hand confirm our previous results, but is on the other hand also particularly
suitable for a discussion of preserved spacetime supersymmetries. As a main result,
the spacetime filling (4, 4)-brane is seen to be maximally spacetime supersymmetric.
This can be understood in direct analogy to the other limiting case of the (0, 0)-
instanton. To have a more straightforward comparison with the constructions known

for example from [51], we use a formulation based on Green-Schwarz spinors in the

closed string channel.

4.5.1 Gluing conditions

By using the standard procedure as for example explained in [54] or in the context

of branes in the plane wave background in [19, 51], one translates the open string

boundary to the corresponding closed string gluing conditions. For the bosonic

fields we obtain from (4.59) and (4.75)

0 = (s'(r,<7)-y5)lT=ol|B» (4-115)

0 = (dTxYr,a) + i(bîxî(r,a) + k1)) \\B)) (4.116)

with r G V and / G Af. For the fermions, on the other hand, we have along the

Dirichlet directions with r eT>

0 = (V+M-i^T^^B)) (4.117)

and for the Neumann directions

0 = c% (tfl(r,a) + ip^_(r,a)) + i(Y - pm) (f+{r,o) - ip^-(r,a)) \^ \\B))

(4.118)

with / G Af-. For / G A/+ one has to interchange to <- —to and the parameter

p = ±1 distinguishes as before between the brane / antibrane cases.

Translating these conditions to relations between Green-Schwarz fermionic fields by

applying the results mentioned in section 4.2, one deduces the gluing conditions

0 = VT> (S(r, a) - ipS(r, a)) |^ ||B»; 0 = nT3 (s(r, a) - ipS(r, a)) |^ ||B»
T

(4.119)
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along the Dirichlet directions with j,j G X>_ and

0 = Y^3 (da (S + ipS) (r, a) + i (b3 - mpll) (s - ipS) (r, a)) \\B)) (4.120)

0 = nY3 (da(S + ipS) (r,a) + i(b3 -mpU) (S-ipS) (r,a)
r=0

IIS» (4-121)

along the Neumann directions with j, j G Af- and bJ = b3 as before.

To combine the fermionic gluing conditions to a single formula we define matrices

1Z, T by the following requirements

rj*rn = ri*r; vr*K = nr

YVlT = bY*rl; riYF = V'qY

(4.122)

(4.123)

along the Neumann directions with i,i G A/1 and

YVrTZ = ??TrT = 0; nr¥TZ = nr¥T = 0 (4.124)

for the Dirichlet directions with r,f G V_. These matrices fulfil in particular

K2 = K; [K, T] = [K, U] = [T, U] = 0. (4.125)

Using 1Z and T, the fermionic gluing conditions simplify to the single expression

0= (nda (S + ipS) (r,a) + i(T -mpU) (S-ipS) (r,a)) \\B)). (4.126)

The boundary state of the (n,n)—brane

By using the closed string mode expansions as derived in section 3.1.1, the pre¬

viously established field-gluing conditions translate into relations between closed

string modes acting on the boundary states.

The bosonic conditions become

0 = (Y - Yo) \\BY 0=«-31n)||B»

for i G V and

t)=(p^ + i(bîxi + kI))\\B)); 0 ai + ^n±^Y_n)\\B))
un- b1

(4.127)

(4.128)

with / G Af. The fermionic gluing conditions translate into

0 So - ipSo) \\B)) (4.129)

0 = \Sn-ipUn ,pmU(l-^^n)S-n)\\B)). (4.130)
n UJn - F
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Finally, by using the zero mode combinations (3.22), the bosonic zero mode gluing
conditions furthermore take on the structure

0 = (äf0-Y + iV2m~Y)\\B))
Tfi + b1 t Y^Tfik1

rßn +1-''O '
, f ^o

to — b1 TO b1
lis»-

(4.131)

(4.132)

With the closed string gluing conditions (4.127)-(4.132) it is now straightforward to

write down the corresponding boundary state up to an overall normalisation. This

normalisation Af(n,n) is obtained from the results presented in section 4.6 in the

standard procedure by comparing a suitable closed string boundary state overlap
with the corresponding open string one loop partition function. As in the instanton

case from [51], the normalisation Af(n,n) turns out to be

Af(n,n) = (47TTO)2 (4.133)

up to an irrelevant overall constant phase. Using the gluing conditions (4.127)-
(4.132) the boundary state takes on the form

||S» = A"(ri)ra)exp aYàY + YY--
+ bI~J

*

-ip

r=\ ah

V

TfipIJ

Of OL

b1

2ur

UJr T
n qa qb

ab

with

iß°»=n n w?o) iM/
ieNiev

|So» (4.134)

(4.135)

and

Bq = exp

1

-al0a0 — iY2myla0 e 2

B1

Do exp

1 to + b1
j j .

Y2mkI
j

m, b1
" (Jjr\(Jjr\ | L

TO b1
Tun

m k'k1
'

2 (bt)2_m2

(4.136)

(4.137)

The fermionic vacuum state |0,p)/ is finally determined by the condition (4.129),
compare for example with [51].

4.5.2 Spacetime supersymmetry

In this section we determine the preserved (spacetime) supersymmetries of the

boundary state (4.134). Our discussion from the open string point of view in section

4.4 together with the considerations from section 4.2 ensure at least two preserved

supersymmetries on (4.134). Under certain conditions, however, some (n, n)-branes
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preserve additional supercharges. A certain class of (4, 4)-branes will be seen to be

even maximally spacetime supersymmetric.

With the supercharges (3.41) and (3.42), the conservation of supersymmetries by
the boundary state (4.134) is expressed by

0 = P (q + ipMQ^j \\B)) (4.138)

with a constant 5*0(8)—spinor matrix M and a suitable projector P. The (maximal)
rank of P equals the number of preserved (dynamical) supersymmetries.

By using (4.127) - (4.130), we derive conditions for the matrices M and P as follows.

From the zero modes along either the Dirichlet or Neumann directions from (4.127)
and (4.128) we obtain

0 = P(1-M) <& PM = P. (4.139)

From the nonzero modes along the Dirichlet directions from (4.127) we have

o = PY ((i + A^n) Sn + ip (i - A^n) #-») W®)) (4-140)

and with (4.130)

0 = PYK. (4.141)

The Neumann directions with gluing conditions (4.128) furthermore give rise to

°=p->' (^ 0 - ^n)s- - K1+^n) s<) Iie>>(4-142)

from which

o = pY ujn(\-n) + n(b! -t\ (4.143)

results by using (4.130). As (4.143) is required to hold for all n, the conditions for

preserved supersymmetries finally turn out to be

o = pY (i - n) ; 0 = PY (b1 - t)

0 = PYn (4.144)

with I eAf and i G V.

From (4.144) we can read off the number of conserved supersymmetries for (n,n)-
branes with the present boundary conditions. To start with, for n = 0 one obtains

the (0, 0)-instanton from [117, 51]. It has only Dirichlet directions and from (4.124)
we furthermore have 1Z = 0. That is, P is of maximal rank, implying a maximally

supersymmetric brane. This is of course exactly the result of [117, 51].
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The remaining branes preserve at least the Af = 2 supersymmetry structure dis¬

cussed in section 4.4 from an open string point of view. Here this subalgebra is

obtained by the projector

P=\V){V*\ + \V*){V\ (4-145)

using the constant spinor n defined in section 4.2. For the (1,1) and (3,3)-branes
and in case of pairwise different b% for the (2, 2) and (4, 4)-branes these are the com¬

plete number of conserved supersymmetries.

For homogeneous boundary conditions along the Neumann directions, that is, by

using the same parameter b for all Neumann blocks, there, however, appear ad¬

ditional supersymmetries for the (2, 2) and the (4, 4) branes beyond the Af = 2

subalgebra. Employing the matrices TZ, T, the situation of homogenous boundary
conditions translates into

T = bK, (4.146)

simplifying (4.144) accordingly. Evaluating these conditions with (4.146), the (2, 2)
brane is found to be quarter supersymmetric, that is, it preserves 4 supersymmetries
and the (4, 4) brane with 1Z = 1 and no Dirichlet directions along the transverse

coordinates becomes finally even maximally supersymmetric.

In the classification of [51, 117] presented in section 3.2, the (n,n)-branes all belong
to the class II branes. Our (4, 4)-brane therefore adds a maximally supersymmetric
brane to this family, containing so far only the other extremal case of the (0, 0)
instanton and the (4,0), (0,4) branes as half supersymmetric branes.

4.5.3 Boundary conditions with longitudinal flux fFj+

In this section we briefly discuss how to realise the deformed Neumann boundary
conditions (4.75) by switching on a nonzero flux Ti+. In the context of plane wave

physics this has been first discussed in [116] and later on applied in particular in

[117, 51, 35].

In the presence of a boundary condensate general Neumann conditions read

daXr = rsdTXs (4.147)

at a = 0,7r, compare with (3.56). By switching on only particular longitudinal

components of T, one obtains

daxr = F+dTX+ ~ F+P+ (4.148)

by using the standard lightcone gauge condition on X+. Choosing the flux Tj+ as

a general affine function in X1 with appropriate constant factors one obtains from

(4.148) the boundary conditions (4.75), compare again with [116].

For boundary fields F, G fulfilling the requirements for Af = 2 supersymmetry and
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integrability, the boundary conditions (4.28) and (4.29) were seen in section 4.3 to

be independent of the fermionic fields. As shown above, they take on the standard

form for Neumann boundary conditions in the presence of a particular boundary
condensate. Nevertheless, the fermionic boundary conditions (4.30), (4.31) respec¬

tively (4.76) and (4.77) differ clearly from the conditions usually employed for the

fermionic fields in the presence of boundaries. It would be very interesting to obtain

a deeper understanding of these conditions and their relation to the flux Ti+ from

(4.148), for example by considerations along the lines of [68].

Before discussing the open/closed duality in section 4.6, we use (4.148) to explain

the relation between the open string quantities b, m and k and their closed string rel¬

atives b, Tfi, k. As discussed section 3.2, one needs to apply different lightcone gauge

conditions in the open respectively closed string sectors to deal with branes of the

same structure in both cases. In (4.148) this effectively amounts to interchange the

roles of P+ and the lightcone separation X+ of the branes under consideration. As

discussed in [19], it follows immediately that to, b, k are related to the corresponding

open string quantities by

fh = mt; b = bt; k = kt (4.149)

with

X+
t=^—. (4.150)

2ttP+
y }

The number t is the modular parameter to appear in section 4.6, where also the

relations (4.149) will be of further use.

4.5.4 The b -= m limit.

To discuss the limiting situation of 6 = to excluded in the previous discussion we

briefly reconsider the local boundary field SCT(r) introduced in section 4.3. This

will especially also establish the maximal supersymmetry of the (4, 4) brane in the

open string sector. So far this was only secured for the particular Af = 2 subalgebra
studied in section 4.2.

From the supercurrents (3.36) and (3.37), the condition for conserved spacetime

supercharges in the open sector is given by

dTE„ = P d-xYaS + mynS') + M (-d+xYaS + fhxaY^s\ . (4.151)

It is again understood to be evaluated at the boundaries a = 0,tt and for the

case of the (4,4) brane, to which we restrict attention here, one furthermore has

P = M = 1.

By using the bosonic boundary conditions (4.75) and

0= (dT(S-S) - (b-mU) (S + S)) (4.152)
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corresponding to (4.126), we derive the following local boundary field

S.(r) = Y X1
k1

b — mil
Y {s - s (4.153)

As it fulfills (4.151), the open string theory for the (4, 4) brane preserves the maxi¬

mal supersymmetry as expected from the boundary state treatment.

From (4.153) it is furthermore apparent that the (4,4) remains maximally super-

symmetric in the b — to limit in case of k = 0. The last condition corresponds to

the choice Cl = 0 in (4.73).

It is worth pointing out that the bosonic boundary conditions (4.75) take on in

this limit the structure used in [35] in an alternative construction of (n, n)-branes.
There the authors show from an open string point of view that the common fermionic

boundary conditions

0 S-MS
a=0,ir

(4.154)

with a matrix M as defined in section 3.2 together with the bosonic boundary
conditions

daXI = ±mXI; daXI+4 = TmX/+4 (4.155)

with / G Af- lead to (n, n)—branes (n = 1,... 4) preserving four spacetime super-

symmetries. This is expressed by the projectors

P =

1±MI

(4.156)

in the conditions (4.151) and (4.138).

4.6 Open-Closed duality

In this section we consider an important consistency check for the (n, n)-boundary
states constructed in section 4.5 by testing the equality of the closed string boundary
state overlap

^) = ((b,k,y2||e-2^cIos^+||b,k,yi))

and the one loop open string partition function

Z(t) = Tr \e~^ H°Pent

(4.157)

(4.158)

as already discussed in chapter 3. The trace in (4.158) runs over the states of an

open string spanning between branes with boundary conditions corresponding to
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the boundary states in (4.157). Furthermore, we note that the modular parameters

are related by

t = - (4.159)

and the field parameters b%, kl,m translate as discussed in section 4.5.3.

We express (4.157) and (4.158) in terms of special functions from [19, 51] as defined

in the appendix C.

For open strings spanning between two (n, n)-branes of the same type there are

fermionic zero modes commuting with the corresponding open string Hamiltonian.

As explained for example in [19], these modes lead to vanishing open string partition
functions. In the closed string sector this result is confirmed by considering the zero

mode part overlap which is also found to vanish, see again [59, 19, 51].

To obtain a nontrivial behaviour we consider the situation of a brane-antibrane

configuration. From (4.158) we have for the open string partition function along
each complex pair of Dirichlet directions

_£ (cosh(mir)(yW2+yWl)-2yWl) f'' G?)
z.

IE\IE1+4 W
2 smh(m7r)

/}
(m).

(4.160)

with q = e .
For a pair of Neumann directions we deduce analogously

Zx!xJ+4 (t) = e

mt z2 (ûj\2_ff.2

J=I,I+4 ^ > m

tanH-PP gf\g)

n
(m) .

2- (4.161)

For the boundary state overlap (4.157) one derives

A f.-, \
-

,
m(l + qm) (yjyj

Ax^x^+i(t)
= exp

Vivi)
2(1- qm)

along each pair of Dirichlet directions and

2mq 2 Y1Y2
1 - qm

.,(m)

Am)(Q)

AxitXi+4.(t) = exp E
•7=7,7+4

mkJkJ 1

(bJ)2 — to,2 1 + q

gjm)(g)

Am)(Q)

(4.162)

(4.163)

along a pair of Neumann directions by using in both cases the normalisation (4.133).
The zero mode prefactors in (4.162), (4.163) are for example calculated by inserting

a complete set of coherent states as explained in [58, 59].

From the modular transformations properties

/iM(ç) = /f)(5); gim)(q) = g{f\q) (4-164)

the open string partition functions (4.160) and (4.161) are seen to be equal to the

corresponding closed string boundary state overlaps (4.162) and (4.163). By this,
the (77,7i)-branes pass this important consistency check.



Chapter 5

Summary

In this thesis we presented a detailed study of branes with boundary structure in

specific Maldacena-Maoz backgrounds with nontrivial Ramond-Ramond fluxes. In

particular, we constructed integrable and supersymmetric boundary configurations
for the Af = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon and the maximally supersymmetric

plane wave worldsheet theory. We conclude this dissertation by mentioning some

open questions. They might give rise to some interesting future research.

First of all, a more detailed understanding of the geometric significance of boundary
fermions is desirable. This applies to their appearance in the context of Maldacena-

Maoz backgrounds in chapters 2 and 4, but also to the study of B-type branes by

using matrix factorisation techniques as initiated in [33, 73].
For the case of integrable branes in the plane wave background, we have shown

that the fermionic boundary excitations can be expressed as combinations of bulk

fields restricted to the boundaries. In this context, the search for the geometric

meaning of the boundary fermions is therefore superseded by the question of how

to interpret the resulting deformed boundary conditions. For the bosonic degrees
of freedom we have proved that these conditions originate from a particular cou¬

pling to a longitudinal boundary flux. An analogous spacetime interpretation of the

fermionic boundary conditions nevertheless remains elusive.

A different possibility for future research is to further utilise methods from inte¬

grable field theories to derive additional information for the (interacting) world-

sheet theories and compare them to results from supergravity based calculations.

In particular the thermodynamic Bethe-Ansatz is to be mentioned in this context.

Bethe Ansatz results for supersymmetric integrable field theories can be found in

[81, 97, 17, 45, 44] and a first comparison with particular supergravity results from

a specific pp-wave background solution is presented in [122].
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Appendix A

Conserved currents in

Landau-Ginzburg models

In this appendix we explain in some detail how to deduce (higher spin) conserved

currents in Landau-Ginzburg models as used in chapters 2 and 4. Following [99],
we rely on a superfield formulation by using the conventions of [63] and [62]. For

comprehensive reviews of this formalism in the presence of Af = (2, 2) supersymme¬

try we refer to [126, 123].

As explained in [63, 123], the supertranslation generators acting on the superfields

$*, $ are of structure

Q± =

ööl
+ te±d±; Q± = -^-i0±0±) (A.l)

while the supercovariant derivatives are given by

ö± = 7^±-^±0±; D± =

-^î + iO±d±. (A.2)
d0± dO

The only nontrivial anticommutators of these differential operators are

{Q±,Q±} = -2id±; {D±,D±} = 2id± (A.3)

and the conditions for chiral superfields, with which we will work throughout, read

D±$l = Q; D±W = 0. (A.4)

Using (A.4) and (A.2), the component expansions of chiral superfields can be written

as

$* = zl + V20+Y+ + V20~Y- + 20+0~Fl - iO+0+d+zl - iO~Td_zl

-iV20+0~Ö~d-Y+ - iV20~0+Ö+d+Y- - 0+0-T~Ö+d+d-zl, (A.5)

W = Y - V2Ô+ïf+ - V20~ï?_ + 2Ô~~Ô+T + iO+~Ô+d+Y + iO~Td-Y

-iV20-~Ö~Ö+d-4?+ - iV20+Ö+Ö~dYF- - 0+0~T~Ö+d+d-Y. (A.6)
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From this, the component fields are determined to

zl= $*| z1 = 1* (A.7)

Y+ =- 71D+<F| ^^ (A.8)

Y- ==
-^D_$z\
V2 ' ?- = ^B-r (A.9)

The notation ..| is understood as abbreviation for the projection ..\e 0^ 0.

In a background with flat transverse metric and a zero Killing vector term, the

Af = (2,2) supersymmetric Landau-Ginzburg bulk Lagrangian has in superfield
notation the form [63, 123]

C= f d409vi<$>lV + \(j d20W($) + (c.c)] . (A. 10)

It results in the equations of motion

D+D_<f>1 = gl%WY>) (A. 11)

DYdYW = -gltd%W{<&). (A. 12)

Following [78, 99], we discuss next how to apply the superfield formulation in the

search for conserved (component) fluxes for (bulk) Landau-Ginzburg theories. Ex¬

plicit examples will be spelled out in the subsequent sections.

Any triple {X, Y, Z} of superfields fulfilling

D-X = D+Y; D-X = D+Z (A. 13)

gives rise to the equation

d- (DYD+X) = d+ (D_D+Y) (A. 14)

by acting on both sides of the first equation in (A. 13) with the differential operator

D+D+D_ and then using the anticommutation relations (A.3). After projecting

(A. 14) to the component fields, it describes a conserved flux in the bulk theory.

Analogously, one finds for a triple X,Y, Z fulfilling

D+X = D_Y; D+X = D_Z (A. 15)

the conserved current

d+ (D-D-X) = d- (d+D-Y) (A. 16)

by acting this time with D_D_D+ on the first expression in (A.15).

It is obvious that the fluxes (A. 14) and (A. 16) depend only on the corresponding

Z}±-cohomology classes of Y and Y and not on the particular representatives. We

will see an example of this below.
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A.l The energy-momenturn tensor

Every Landau-Ginzburg model possesses a conserved spin two flux, whose charge

corresponds to the standard energy-momentum tensor. To commence with a simple

example, we explain how to derive this current by the superfield formalism sketched

beforehand. For notational simplicity we concentrate on a Landau-Ginzburg model

with a single complex coordinate.

By using the equations of motion (A. 11) and (A. 12), one can show that the following

triples

X = D+$D+$; Y = W(<S>); Z = W($) (A.17)

and

X = DY$D_<f>; Y = -W($); Z =-W($) (A.18)

fulfil (A. 13) and (A. 15), respectively. By using the superpotential of the plane wave

background as presented in equation (4.1), one obtains from (A.17) the component

current

T2 = A(d+zd+z + vip+d+ipY) (A. 19)

00 = 4 (-m2zz + imip+ip-) . (A.20)

On-shell, this conserved current agrees with the manifestly real expression used in

chapter 4 modulo a shift

T2 - T2 + d+H

00 -»• 0o + d_H. (A.21)

In the closed string sector the shifted equations give rise to the same charges. In the

open string sector the resulting charges differ only by boundary contributions. In

particular, both equivalent fluxes in (A.21) are conserved under the same conditions

in the presence of boundaries, compare for example with section 2.

A.2 Conserved higher spin currents of the M = 2

sine-Gordon model

In this section we derive the higher spin conserved currents of the Af = 2 sine-

Gordon model on which our integrability treatment in chapter 2 is based on. As

described there, the Landau-Ginzburg model of present interest is described by the

superpotential

W(z) = -2gicos(z). (A.22)

It leads to the superfield equations of motion

D+D_<$> = -2^sin($) (A.23)

D+DJÖ> = 2gisin<f> (A. 24)
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from (A.11) and (A.12). The first nontrivial higher spin currents of this model were

described in [78] and our present discussion follows [99]. A suitable superfield triple

fulfilling (A. 13) is given by

X = D+$D+<S> ((<9+l>)2 + (<9+$)2) - 2<9+I}+i> d+D+<S>

Y = 2gicos<f>((d+<f>f + (<9+¥)2)
Z = 2^cos$((<9+$)2+ (<9+¥)2) (A.25)

and correspondingly for (A. 15)

X = DY$>D_<S> ((<9_i>)2 + (<9_$)2) - 2dYD_l> <9_L>_$

Y = -2gicos<f>((d_<f>)2 + (<9_¥)2)
Z = -2gicos$((d_<f>)2 + {dJW)2y (A.26)

Our choices of Y, Z and Y, Z have a somewhat simpler structure than those used

in [99]. They are, however, only different representatives of the same D±, D± coho-

mology classes and therefore lead to identical conserved currents. Using (A.25) and

(A.26), the corresponding component versions of (A.14) and (A.16) were derived in

and are given (in our conventions) by

T4 = - (d+zf d+z - (d+zf d+z + 2d\~z d\z

-üß+d+fa [(d+z)2 + 3(d+z)2] " 2nf+dYffYdYz)2

-2iip+ip+ d+zd2+z + 2idYP+dl^+ (A. 27)

g2sinzsinz [(<9+z)2 + (d+z)2~\ — 2g2 cos z cos z d+zd+z

—ig cos zrtp_tp+ [(d+z)2 + (d+z)2]
— 2ig sin zd+z [—if+d+if- + îf-d+îf+] + 2ig cos zdytp-d+rtp+

g2sinzsin~z [(d+z)2 + (Yz)2] ~ 2g2 cos z cos z d+zd+z

— 2ig2 sin z cos zd+z vf+vf+— 2ig2 cos z cos z rtp+d+rtp+

—ig cos ztf-tf+ [(d+z)2 + (d+z)2] — 2ig sin zd+z tf-d+tf+ (A.28)

72 —

and

72 —

T4 = -(dJzfd.z - (d.zfdJz + 2d2_zd2_z

-fYf_d_if_ [(dJz)2 + 3(<9_z)2] - 2Y_dYfYd--z)2

-2vY)_if-dJzdYz + 2idYp_dYtp- (A.29)

g2sinzsinz [(d-z)2 + (9~z)2~\ — 2g2 cos z cos zd-zd-Z

—ig cos zrip-rip+ [(<9_z)2 + (<9_z)2]
— 2igsinzd_z (—rtp+d_tp_ + if_d^if+) + 2igcoszd_tp_d_tp+

g2 sin z sin z [(<9_z)2 + (<9_z)2] — 2g2 cos z cos zd-zd-Z

— 2ig2 sin z cos zd_zvf_vf
_

+ 2ig2 cos z cos zd_vf_vf
_

—ig cos z ip-ip+ [(<9_z)2 + (<9_z)2] + 2ig sin zd_ztf+d_tf_. (A.30)
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From (A. 14) and (A. 16) they fulfil on-shell

<9_T4 = d+02 (A. 31)

d+T4 = dJ2. (A. 32)

A slightly disturbing feature appearing in (A.27)-(A.30) is the manifestly real bosonic

structure with no obvious analog in the fermionic part. By using a redefinition with

a suitable shift as in (A.21) we can, however, remedy this and establish (manifest)
reality throughout. The equivalent currents are

T[ = - (d+zfd+z - (d+z)3 d+z + 2<92z d\z

+3id+tf+tf+ (d+z) — 3itf+d+tf+ (d+z)

+id+Y+d2+^+ - id2+Y+dytp+ (A.33)

0'2 = g2 sinzsinz [(<9+z)2 + (d+z)2~\ — 2g2 coszcosz d+zd+~z

+ig2 cos z cos z d+rip+rip+ — ig2 cos z cos z ip+d+rip+

+ig cos z r(p+(p_ (d+z) — ig cos z r(p-(p+ (d+z)

+ig sin z'd+vf+vf_d+z — ig sin z vf-d+vf+d+z

+2ig2 sin z cos zrip+rip+d+z — 2ig2sinzcosz if+if+d+~z (A.34)

and analogously

T4 = -(<9_zr<9_z-(<9_zr<9_z + 2<9iz<9iz

+3id-tf_tf- (d-Y — 3iip_d-ip- (d-z)

+idYf_dYtp_ - id2Jf_d_xf_ (A.35)

02 = g2 sin z sin z [(<9_z)2 + (<9_z)2] — 2g2 cos z cos zd_zd_z

+ig2 cos z cos z cL?7;_?7;_ ~~ Y2 cos ^ cos z rtp-d-tp-

+ig cos z îf+îf_ (d-Y — ig cos z rtp-tp+ (d-z)

+ig sin z rtp+d_tp_ d_z — ig sin z d_tp_rtp+ dJz

+2ig2 sin z cos z if_if- d-Z — 2ig2 sin z cos z if_if- dJz. (A.36)

The existence of these equivalent real forms of (A.27) - (A.30) explains why all

conditions derived in chapter 2 came in complex conjugated pairs.



Appendix B

The boundary current S^ \t) of

the sine-Gordon model

In this appendix we collect some technical details left out in chapter 2. In particular,
we present the explicit boundary current JY (r) that arises from the conserved

currents (A.27)-(A.30) discussed in the previous appendix A.

Our integrability treatment of the Af = 2 boundary sine-Gordon model and the

determination of £^ (r) rely on the following identities at a = tt:

dT0- = - dTA(z) = -A'(z) dTz + f'g' 6+ + dzdzB 0+ (B.l)

dYO- =
l- dTA(z) = \a'(z) dTz + dzYB 6+ + F'G' 0+ (B.2)

dTA'(z) = A"(z)dTz + 2dzdzYB0+ + dYG'F')0+ (B.3)

dTÄ'(Y = Ä"Y) dTz + dz (f'g') Ö+ + 2 dzYdzB 0+ (B.4)

and

dTA"(z) = A'"(z) dTz + (g'"G' + F'"f') 0+ + (G'"F' + F'"G') 0+ (B.5)

dTÄ"(z) = T(YdTz+(F'''G' + G'''F'^Ö++(F'''F' + G'''G'y+. (B.6)

All previous identities follow from the boundary conditions (2.25) - (2.30) upon

(partial) differentiation.

Quadratic fermionic terms as A(z)A(z) furthermore lead to relations as

A(z)Ä(Y = (g'(z)G' -F'(z)F'Y))äa (B.7)

and

A(z)A'(z) = (G'(z)F"(z)-F'(z)G"(z)^äa. (B.8)
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Using the prior identities in the calculational steps explained in section 2.4, the local

boundary term Si '(t) appearing in the conserved quantity (2.54) is determined to

be

E-\Y = l6id2zÄ(z)0+ + l6id2zÄ'(z)Ö+
+8dzdzB( dTzf + 8YYB( <9rz)2 + 16dzYB dTz dTz

+8ig2 sinz cosz A'(z)0+ + 8ig2 sinz cosz A (z) 0+

-iiÖ.0+((dzB)2 + 3(<9^B)2) - iiÖ.0+(( dTY2 + 3( dTzf)
-8i 0J+ (( dTY2 + (dzB)2)

-16ig cos z elß (0+ dT0+ - 0- dT0_) + 32i dT0_ dT0+

+ \%ig2cosz cosz 0+0- — 8ig sinz e~lß dzB 0+0-

+I61Ö+ A'(Y d2z - 16iA'(z) d2zO+ + 32idzdzd,B dTzO+0+

+16ï( drY2 Ö+ä!'(z) - I6i( dTz)2A"(z)0+

—8ig2coszcosz 0-0+ + 8igsinz elß YB 0-0+

-8idzB dTzO-0- + 16dzB Ä(z)0YÖ+ 0+

+H1(z,Y + H2(z,Y (B.9)

with

and

dzH1(z,Y = (-2(dzB)3 - 6dzBY%B)2)
d-zHx(z,Y = (-2(YB)3-6YB(dzB)2)

dzH2(z,Y = +4g2 [sinz sinz YB — cosz cos zdzB

+2 sin z cos z~dzdzB + 2 cos z sin z dzdzB]

YH2(z,Y = +4g2 [sinz sin zdzB — cosz cosz YB+

+2 sin z cos z~dz(YB + 2 cos z sin~zYdzB].

For the choice B(z,z) = a sin | sin | these functions read for example

H\(z,Y = —a2 (—4 + cosz + cosz + 2 cosz cosz) B(z, z)

H2(z,Y = ig2B(z,Y-

B.10)

B.ll)

B.12)

B.13)

B.14)

B.15)



Appendix C

Modular functions

In this appendix we present the various modular functions appearing in chapters
3 and 4. The first family of modular functions f% (q) from [19] is given as a

mass-dependent generalisation of the /-functions of Polchinski and Cai from [107].
The functions g\ (q) from [51] involve the transcendent modings as introduced in

chapter 3 and have a considerably more complex structure. In particular, they are

without a straightforward analogue in flat space-physics. We close this appendix

by recapitulating our generalisation of g2 (q) from chapter 3 and also discuss the

interpolation between functions from [19] and [51].

The elements from the first class of modular functions from [19] are defined by

with

and

Âm)(q) = q~Am (l - qmY II (Y ~ qVn2+m
n=\

oo

(Cl)

Âm)(q) = q-Am(l + qm)* 11 (l + qVn'2+m
n=l

(C.2)

Àm\q) = q-A'-l[(l + q^m2+(n-^),
n=\

^ '

(C.3)

Àm\q) = q-A'-H(l-q^m2H-lT\
n=\

^ '

(C.4)

t-^m

1
°°

fOO 2 2

V ds e~p2se-^-

(2vr)2^io
(C.5)

A' =

m

i
°°

r°° 2m2
S (C.6)

By using

q = e~27Tt; q=~27Tt; t =-; m = mt (C.7)
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one obtains the modular properties

Am\q) = A*\q); Am\q) = ff](5); Àm\q) = Àih\q), (c.8)

as shown in detail in [19]. The second class of mass dependent modular functions

from [51] is given by

g{Y\q) = 47TTO q-2A-qf f\ ( 1 - (<±±\ q«A (l
_
(Y^YY) gA (C.9)

„=1
V \ujn-mj j v v^n + 777y y

7/f\q) = 47TTO g-2A# n f1 + (j^) 9"") f1 + (^T^) ^") (C-10)

,M^
_

o,-2AL TT / n ,

/'"M +m\ j>nA (,
^

f^n-l - m .

'(?)=2?-2An h
#3 w =

^ il x +
—£—

q * x +
—

,— q

(C.ll)

/ \ »,
-^- / / 0;„ l + 771 \ \ / I U)„ i — 777 i , ,

iiV \unY-mJ A V"M + m

(C.12)

and

#)(5)=r^ n (i-^)1 n (i-^)1 (C.13)
ie.M+ ieM-

gf\q)=q-~^ n (!+^)è n (i+^y (C.14)
ieM+ ieM-

gf\q) = q-^ II (1+^F n (l + ^)è (C.15)
ieP+ ieP-

gt\q)=q-~^ n (i-^)1 n (i-^)1 (C.16)
ier+ iev-

with ojn == Yn2 + ?n2 and

t-^fh

(2vr) U^o (dm2)2 m Jo \tt2 J
(C.17)

Ak =
*£( 1)PE^

fT

2~

r
ds

(~2Xe-p2s-2^.
(2vr) U ^o (dm2)2 m Jo \tt2 J

(C.18)

The Taylor coefficients cpr are taken from the expansion

(^)M^)^i>2' <ai9)
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and we furthermore defined sets V± and A4± by

lEV+ ^ 0

leV- <=> 0 =

/ + 7777

/ — iffl

/ — iffl

/ + im

-2ir%l

+ e
2ml

I E M+ o 0 = — - e2mi

l EÀ4- <& 0

/ — im

/ — iffl
2ml

I + im

The behaviour under modular transformations is in this case given by

9ia)(q) = ^(q); gim)(q) = g{r](q); g(T)(q) = âm)(q); gtn)(q) = <yim)

as established in [51].

(C.20)

(C.21)

(C.22)

(C.23)

(q)
(C.24)

In chapter 3 we have introduced a generalisation of the previous special functions

appearing in cylinder diagrams of branes with gauge field condensates. We fill in

some previously left out details here and concentrate as before on the generalisations
of g2 and gY •

It is worth pointing out that a similar treatment is also possible
for the remaining functions.

From section 3.6 we have for the first function

g{2m)(q,o) 2 sinh 7777T sm
-2A„

A
sin

2 e
sm

2 e

(1-cosf)2 (1 + cosf)2

n i q
, ,

UJn — TO COS „

UJn + 777 COS

x , q^n
+ mcos-2

n=l y —n . ....—

g

By using (CIO) and (C.2) we obtain the limits

UJn — 777 COS

(C.25)

lim Oo (o, g{2m\q)

lim g^(q, 0) = 2 sinh [tott] ( /^m)(q)) .

O^ir \ /

The generalisation of gY from section 3.8 reads

gf\t,0) = 2 sinh [mnt]q-^'e+f{l-sinl) IT J(l - q^+^)

(C.26)

(C.27)

AP;

n
AePr

with the offset

f^-mfi £(-i)p£* 777

r=0

d

(2tt)2 ^—C
^' ^Y^r

""

\dm2 J m Jo
~"

\ tt2 cos2 -

ds

'1 _ gS/Ä^W

(C.28)

2—2

(C.29)
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and

,
n + im cos 0 0 , ,

nePf: 1 = -e2mn; n^O (C.30)
77 — 7777 COS

2

77 — 7777 COS
"

77 G Pe" : f = -e21; 77 ^ 0. (C.31)
77 + 7777 COS ^

The coefficients cvr in(C29) are again taken from the power series expansion (C.19)
and the relation under modular transformations between these 0-delormed functions

is the expected

g{Y\t,0) = gf)(lO). (C.32)

By setting mi = 777 cos | the proof of (C.32) carries over from the discussion pre¬

sented in appendix D of [51], such that we will not reproduce it hear in detail.

To discuss the limits 0 — 0, tt one needs to treat carefully the power series expansion

(C.19) or analogously

Y^YY)\(Y^fYYY = Yy(-\ (C33)
uJn-mi J \ujn + mij ^YQ \mij

As it should, the limit 0 — 0 in (C.28) and (C.29) reproduces the instanton re¬

sult. The limit 0 — tt, however, is singular, as the expansion (C.33) as used in

the derivation of (C.29) strictly makes sense only when understood as an analytic
continuation for the meromorphic function on the left hand side of (C.33) to values

Toi Yn2 + m2. (C.34)

Doing this, only the r = 0 term in (C.29) contributes with a factor Y, — 2, leading
to

Äfn>e -+ 2A'm (C.35)

with A'm from (C.6). Altogether, this results in the limits

hrn^M) = gf\t) (C36)
u—»0

limgi^YO) = 2sinh[TO7r]f/4()(5))2. (C.37)
d^ir V /

Together with (C.26) and (C.27) they are of course in accordance with the results

from [19] and [51].
As in the previous steps, in parts of the proof of (C.32) use is made of an analytic
continuation in m\. It would be interesting to see whether there is a more direct

approach as for example found by Gannon in [53] for the Y functions by applying
certain ^-function identities.



Appendix D

Quantisation

In this appendix we provide some details for the canonical quantisation of open

strings in the settings covered in chapters 3 and 4. Using the conventions introduced

in chapter 4, the required (anti-) commutation relations in the quantum theory take

on the standard form

[xr(r,a),ps(r,ä)] = 4TTiörsö(a -ä) (D.l)

[xr(r,a),xs(r,ä)} = 0 (D.2)

[pr(T,a),ps(r,ä)} = 0 (D.3)

for the bosonic fields and

{r+(T,a),Y+(T,<j)} = 2TTÖabö(a-ä) (D.4)

{4>-(T,a),Y-(T,Y} = 2TTÖabö(a-ä) (D.5)

+ (t,v),1>_(t,v)} = 0 (D.6)

for the fermions. All relations are understood to be evaluated for 0 < a,a < tt.

For fermionic fields in the Green-Schwarz-formulation the analogous relations can

be found in the equations (3.27)-(3.31) from chapter 31.

Choosing appropriate normalisations for the nonzero modes in the field expansions,
the corresponding commutation relations take on the canonical form presented in

sections 3.8, 4.4.1 and 4.4.2
.
The zero mode relations follow from them by using

the contour integral method introduced in [51] and briefly sketched in section 4.4.3

beforehand. We start by discussing open strings as appearing in chapter 4 and

consider the situation of boundary magnetic fields from chapter 3 thereafter in

section D.2.

1The overall factor between the bosonic conditions (D.l) and (3.27) comes from different nor¬

malisation conventions for the canonical conjugated momenta ps(r, <r) in the chapters 3 and 4.

They are of no further significance.
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D.l Open strings with boundary fermions

For the fermions along Dirichlet directions with a,b E V_ we have from (4.62)

_(r,a),Y+(r,Y} = {^°,^} e"^^ -l- ^ «"•(*-*)

r/0

r/0

CJr 777,

2« N^ c; ——e

— /,/,a ,/,H e~ml,°+°)
= {r,i>b}e Ye^-^ + Y+ 2e

re

ITfl
ir(a+g)

r&
r — im,

with

E
r&

ITfl

r — im

,ir(<r+<r)
—

_

J, dz
etz(a+a)

-~

1 — e2mz z — iffi

-2Trme-m(-a+a)

1-e- -2irm

and

E
rä

tr(<j—it)
= 27T^((T — er), 0 < a,a < tt.

(D.7)

(D.8)

(D.9)

By using the zero mode anticommutators (4.67) one obtains from (D.7) the required
result (D.4).

For the bosons along a Neumann direction we deduce analogously from (4.78)

[xI(r,a),pYr,a)}=2(-\Pî,Q I tdJ
Q\p (b3)2 - m2ebt{a+a)

2i5IJ Y etr{a-a)+ 2i5IJ Y e

with

V^ cir(a+a)
T ~ %b

A_^
r + ib

r£Z

rZ\{0}

dz

rZ\{0}

»•(*+*) H_^£ (D.io)
r + ib1

etz(a+a) z_ib

1 - e2mz z + ib
47T&-

(a+a)

1-e2irb' (D.ll)

From (D.l) we derive (4.87).
Finally, for fermionic fields spanning along Neumann directions with I, J E Af- we

obtain from (4.82) the equation

(b1)2 -fh2 + b3 ~~

{Y+(r,a)YiYY)} = WYJ) e~^^ + 2W,xJ\^— ^^
777

r/0

ir(a-a) imöIJ Y
1 r — ib1

—e
ir(a-\-a)

r^O
r -imr + it)i

(D.12)
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with in this case

zmY
l r ~ lh

jrja+o) =
27rm m-bc_m{(T+g) +

47TTO b
^^

^—^
r — im r + ib 1 — e~2lTm m + b 1 — e2lTb b + m

confirming (4.89) and (4.90).

All other relations are either implied by the presented results or established analo¬

gously.

D.2 Open strings with boundary magnetic fields

In this section we fill in some details of the canonical quantisation for open strings
in the presence of boundary magnetic fields from chapter 3.

Using the standard nonzero anticommutators (3.155) as explained in the last section,

we obtain with (3.141)

{5(r,a),5(r,aO} = ecosf(CT+CT,)i^{5o,5o} + e-cosi(CT+CT,)i^{5o,50}
+ V (em^-^ - —T1(KY + K_Yem^+a'A (D.13)

n+0
V 2UJ )

using the matrix Kn as defined in (3.144). By applying

rp 2ujn cos f On — imH cos ^
KT_n + K_n= Y

2
e=2uncos- 22, (D.14)

77 + 7777,11 COS | I nz + 777^ COS^ |

the infinite sum in (D.13) becomes

\ \em^ °)
- imcos -II— — —7-to2 cos2-— —

-j . (D.15)
^—i \ 2 n2 + m2 cos2 0 2n2 + m2 cos2 0 /
n££ \ 2. 2. /

Evaluating (D.15) with contour integrals, we deduce

y—^ w
= -i

-0
J- .e»(^) (D.16)

*—i n? + to2 cos2 I /cl- e2mz z2 + to2 cos2 %
n£ 2 ^ 2

and therefore

npin((T+(r') I -mcos|(<j+<j') mcos |(<j+<j')

^ 772 + fh2 COS2 § yi - e-27rmcosf 1_e27rmcosf

sinh [777 cos ^ (tt — a — a),
L—r^

ë]—-• (D-17)
Slim [7777T COS 2 J
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For the second sum in (D.15) we have analogously

E
e
in(a-\-a')

TT
-mcos tHo+o7) m cos | (a-\-a')

„

772 + 7772 COS2 ö

roGZ 2
to cos x \ 1 — e

-27rmcos
'

1-e27TOICOS ',

tt sinh [777 cos ^ (tt — a — a)~\
mcos sinh [to7t cos |]

(D.18)

By (D.13), these results determine the zero-mode relations as presented in equation

(3.154).

We close this appendix by discussing the bosonic fields X3 stretching along Neumann

directions in the presence of boundary magnetic fields. The canonical conjugated
momenta are in this case given by

P1 =l- (dTX3 + F3JdaXJ) (D.19)

-7777

e-^^^exp[7JTOCos-a]/JaJ-etmsin2rexp[-7JTOCos-a]/JatJ
2 sin ? V 2 2

-

E

2 ^

raZ\{0}

1-^F
UJn

1.3

ate 1 + ^F
UJn

1.3

ale- (D.20)

Together with (3.151) and the identities (3.136), the nonzero mode contributions to

the commutator (3.27) are calculated to

E'
^in(a-a')

Y

TO2 COS2
2
- 772

^n{aW)
1 7 Y —1 y ~—^^—^"e

n2 _|_ m2 cog
2 m„2

(D.21)

which can be further evaluated to

Û

2Tri5(a — a') — 2Trifhcos -
-mcos

g (c+<J ) „mcos
2 (c+<J )

1 —2irmcos ^ i 27rmcos|
(D.22)

Setting [a7,aJ"l"] = L3J, the zero mode contribution to (D.l) are found to be

7777

4 sin :

emcos f («r+o^! + ZJ)L + (1 - i,J)LT)

+ e-mcosKCT+CT')((1 - U)L + (1 + 7J)LT)) . (D.23)

A comparison of (D.23) with (D.22) uniquely determines L and confirms the rela¬

tions presented in (3.152).



Appendix E

Integrability in the plane wave

background

In this appendix we present some additional information about the integrable struc¬

ture underlying the plane wave worldsheet theory. The higher spin currents respon¬

sible for the integrability of the massive Ising model were written down in [127] and

are given by

Ti+i = 9* ?+W; #-i = "0* V-&&-

Tfn+1 = g^-dn-Y-, Ci = "<fe V^Vv (E.l)

We focus on the relevant cases for a theory defined on S1 x E. The analogous
bosonic currents for the situation described in chapter 4 are found to be

Tb2n = ga &IY dn+Y 0b2n_2 = -m29vi dY^dY'z'

Tb2n = gt-t dn_Y dn_z\ t2n_2 = -m2gvl dYlTdYlz\ (E.2)

The integrable currents for the plane wave theory finally follow from these by suit¬

ably combining (E.l) and (E.2). Appearing relative prefactors can be determined

by requiring the cancellation of separate normal ordering constants of (E.l) and

(E.2) in the quantum theory.

In a free theory, there are obviously many different currents like (E.2). They can

for instance be obtained by taking the different parts along single real directions

in (E.l), (E.2) and recombining them in various ways. This leads to additional

conserved higher spin bulk currents, but most choices are incompatible with the

complex structure chosen in the Lagrangian (2.11).
Our decision to consider the particular combinations (4.45)-(4.48) is in particular
based on the observation that these currents appear as limits of the highly nontriv-

ial higher spin currents of the Af = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon model. These

currents were discussed in detail in the appendix A by using a Landau-Ginzburg
formulation with superpotential

W = —2ig cosz + const. (E-3)
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Reintroducing the standard parameter uj and rescaling the coupling constant to

g —
— IY, a plane wave theory with a superpotential analogous to (4.1) is obtained

from (E.3) in the u — 0 limit.

For the first higher spin currents (A.27) and (A.28) we obtain furthermore

2 (d+z d+z + id+Y+ d+ip+) + o(Y) (E.4)

2 (-m2d+z d+z - im2fp+ d+ip+) + o(Y). (E.5)

The formulas presented in (4.45) and (4.46) and correspondingly in (4.47) and (4.48)
differ from (E.4), (E.5) only in total derivative terms, included to obtain manifestly
real expressions.

In the boundary theory the currents (4.45)-(4.48) give rise to the conserved charge

/*7T

h= I da (T4 + T4 - 02 - 02) - 43) (t) + E03) (t) (E.6)
Jo

with local boundary fields E07^(7;). The calculational strategy to determine these

fields and the corresponding differential equations for F, G and the boundary po¬

tential B is explained in detail in chapter 2. Here we present only the explicit form

of the boundary current E7r(t) along the Neumann directions. It is given by

E^ (t) = Am2d-tdtBzlY + 2m2d£3BTz1 + 2m2dtdJBzlz3

+8dtdjB dTzl dTY + Ad&B dTY dTY + Adtd3B dTzl dTz3

+6m2if+0- ~ ^m2f_0\ + 87 dTf_ dT0\ - 81 dTf+ dT0\ (E.7)

+4mietß (0\ dT0\ - 0l_ dT0l_) - Amie~lß ( dTf+f+ - dTf_f\ .

The conservation of a higher spin current like (E.6) leads to strong evidence for

the integrability of the underlying field theory. Nevertheless, it does clearly not

constitute a proof. As mentioned in section 4.3.3, one might furthermore test the

mode expansions and commutation relations of section 4.4 against the requirements
derived in [54] for an integrable boundary theory. These are in particular the bound¬

ary Yang-Baxter equation, the unitarity requirement and the crossing symmetry. In

particular the last requirement relates the open string mode identifications with the

corresponding closed string gluing conditions by a suitable analytic continuation.

We do not spell out the details here, but mention that the modings derived in sec¬

tion 4.4 fulfil all the requirements presented in [54]. One might also compare this

with the treatment of the massive Ising model in [54] and [36].

UJ2

02_
UJ2
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